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SHOULD SHAREHOLDERS HAVE A GREATER SAY OVER

EXECUTIVE PAY?: LEARNING FROM THE US EXPERIENCE

BRIAN R CHEFFINS*
RANDALL S THOMAS**

Exeutie pay' arrangementh in Britain s publicy quoted companie have been subjected to

much criticism in recent' ear. Propoah that shareholders should have a greater direct say
over managerial reiineration have been a by-product of the concern expressed. Debate on
thispoint. howeve ;, ha been 1a(gey speculative. 77iis is becau e thee is little evidence avail-
able in the United Aingdo indi atin(og how .hareholdery wLould e\euise a'oy new powery they
mnight be given. 77hispaperadhLsss the ecidentiag gap by daw ing upon the eperience in
the U nited States, where empirical work indicate that iareholder voting ony operates as a
potential check when pay arrangenent6 deviatefarfrom the norm hn a British context, these

findings impyl that implementing the Jhareholder-oriented reforms that haue been canvaSsed
recently louldfail to addrefu!y the concerns aised by critics ofeeutive pay.

A. INTRODUCTION

Executive pay arrangements in Britain's publicly quoted companies have been
subjected to much criticism in recent years. In 2001, the Secretary for Trade and
Industry offered a response to such concerns, saying that the UK Government
planned to make disclosure requirements more onerous.' He said, howexer, that
no decision had been made to proceed with another reform option, namely
enhancing shareholder participation in the setting of executive pay. The matter
would instead be considered in light of recommendations brought forward as a
result of a fundamental rev7iew of "core" company law currently being carried out
under the direction of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).-

Bolstering shareholder involvement in the setting of executive pay is a reform
option that has, in fact, already been canvassed widely in Britain. Debate on this
point, however, has been largely speculative. This is because there is little evidence

Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge.
** Vanderbilt Law School.
This is a revised version of a paper presented at "Corporate Governance: Reassessing Ownership
and Control", a conleirnce held in the Faculty olawN, Cambiridge University on 19 Mfay 200 1.

1 DTI, "Byers to Strengtlhen Link Between Pay and Performance', Press Release P/2001/132
(7 Marh 2001); R Shrinmslc and S Target, "Spodight on Exeuti\ve Pay Deals", Financial Tines,
8 March 2001, 33.

2 See sources cited ibid. On the launch ol the rview ol'company law and the "core te rminolog,, see
DTI, Alodeon Compan) Lawefor a Coptiti Econon) (London, DTI, 1998), paras 1.1 1.5.
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278 Executive Pa9': Learniingfjom the US

available in the United Kingdom indicating how shareholders would exercise any
new powers they might be given. This paper addresses the evidentiary gap by
drawing upon the experience in the United States, which offers much potentially
valuable data. We will see that developments in the United States indicate that
enhancing shareholder participation in the setting of managerial remuneration is
unlikely to have major adverse consequences in the United Kingdom. At the same
time, however, giving shareholders a greater direct say will probably not address
fully the concerns that exist over executive pay in Britain.

B. SETTING THE SCENE

In UK companies, the standard practice is for a company's articles of association
to empower the board of directors to appoint individuals to executive positions
and set their remuneration.3 Pay details are then usually dealt with in service con-
tracts the executives enter into with the company. A pivotal aspect of this arrange-
ment will be the salary, which will be determined on a periodic basis and will
remain fixed between reviews. Indeed, for senior executives, their salary will prob-
ably be the most important component of their pay. According to 1997 figures, a
typical chief executive in a British publicly quoted company earned C589,000
annually, and nearly 60% of this was in the form of base salary.4

While an executive's salary will be "fixed" between reviews, other aspects of a
manager's pay will often be "variable" in the sense that entitlement to remunera-
tion will depend on the company meeting or exceeding designated targets. Key
examples of variable pay are share option plans, annual bonuses and long-term
incentive plans (LTIPs), under which executives are rewarded for performance
over several years rather than on a year-to-year basis.-' On average, according to
1997 data, chief executive officers (CEOs) in major UK companies received 18%
of their pay in annual bonuses, 10% in share options and 9% in LTIPs1

Executive pay has, for some time, been the subject of debate in the United
Kingdom.' In the mid-1990s, however, interest in the topic reached unprece-
dented levels. Articles appeared regularly in the press, sometimes with colourful
headlines such as "Derailing the Gravy Train",8 "Executive Gluttony Under

3 P Loose et a!, The Company Diector: Powc,; and Duties (Bristol, Jordans, 7th edn, 1993', 390; DTI,
Director'Remuneration:A GColDutUtie Do(ument lodon, DTI, 1999) 69.
MJ Conyon and KJ lurphy, I "Ihw Prince and the Pauper? CLO Pay in the US and the UK" (2000
II0 Economic Journal F640, F45 6. Foiior recent statistics illustrating a similar pattern, see
Pensions & Investment Resear h Consiultants Ltd, Coiporate Governance 2000 (London, PIRC, 2000),
23 4.
F' or more background, see BR Chteffins, Company Lax: 77zeot,, Structure and Operation (Oxford
University Press, 1997), 113 14.

SConlyon and M\urphly, ,sa/)ra n. 11, F"646.

7 Cheliins, supra n. 5 655.
8 At Lynn, Sunday Times, 22Januar) 1995, Busess, 3.
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Attack",9 and "Fat Cats in the Dock".1 ° Politicians also weighed in. Leading fig-
ures from the Labour Party, then in opposition, raised the issue repeatedly and
argued that legislative reform was required. 1

Britain's executive pay controversy followed oi the heels of a dramatic increase
in managerial remuneration levels. The gross pay of chief executives in larger UK
public companies rose nearly 600% between 1979 and 1994.12 Correspondingly,
while, as of 1981, such individuals earned on average approximately 11 times
what a rank-and-file employee was paid, by the mid- 1 990s the ratio was more than
20:1 .13 Similarly, while, during the 1970s, British executives were paid less than
their counterparts in all other major industrial countries, two decades later they
ranked near the top of the list.14

Various factors served to bring this dramatic growth in executive pay into the
public spotlight. One was that remuneration levels seemed to bear little relation to
corporate performance. 1"' For instance, executives in utilities privatised under
Margaret Thatcher's Conservative Government were being awarded generous
increases in pay when profits earned could be attributed more easily to privileged
access to markets than to managerial effort.16

3 Also contributing to the furore over
managerial remuneration was the relative position of senior management and the
workforce.1" During the first half of the 1990s, many UK companies cut staff costs,
and stories of rising executive pay contrasted starkly with this pattern of retrench-
ment. Finally, executive pay achieved prominence during the mid- 1 990s because
of a backlash against alleged capitalist excesses that characterised the free-wheel-
ing 1980s.1 ' Since top managers were running key business enterprises and were
well-paid, executive pay became a lightning rod for those disaffected with the mar-
ket system. 19

SD Colien, Financial Times, 26/27 November 1991, Weekend Money, 3.
'0 Economist (US edition), 4 Marci 1995, 60.
1 See, e.g. Gordon Brown, "Labour \ill Halt Directors' Gra y) Train", Ober r, 9 April 1995,

Btisiness, 4.
1D 1 Goodliart, "It Sea rch of \ ages that \ ork", Financial Time.v, 27June 1991, 14.

3 Chellins, supa n. 5, 655, 658.
1 See D Vagrts, "Challenges to Executive Compensation: For tie Markets or tie Courts?" (1983)

8 Journal of(rpoate Law 231, 252, n. 99;j Abow\d and D Kaplan, "Exectitive Compensation: Six
Questions That Need Answerhug" (1999' 13 Jounal of Economic Peripective. 115, 146. For other
sources illustrating the patcrn, see "Where Bosses are Paid Most", Economt, 6 June 1987, 79;
C Buckley and A Butcher, "Pack Your Suitcase, It's Tne for a Pay Rise", The Tine., 10 April 1999,
28; R Taylor, "Facts to Frustratc the Gurtis", Eanal Tune!, 8 Septembcr 2000, Recruaiment, 11.

1 See, e.g. "A Racket in Need of Reform'", Economit 1US edition), 27 August 1994, 19.
16 S Jenkins, "Taking the Rise Out o" Us", Tihe Tne, 25 Jantiary 1995, 14; P Bassett, "Company

Executives Pay the Price of Public Auger", The Time, 7 MarIIch 1995, 27.
B Cathcarl, "The New\\ Wage Barons", Independent on Sundy , 25Jantiary 199, 15;j Plender, "Bang
Go the Great Expectations", Financial Times (US edition', 27 December 1995, 9.
On the backlash, see "Animal Spirils", Financial FTies, 4 August 1995, 19; D Nicholson-Lord,
"Contract at Breaking Point", Independent on Sund , 22 October 1995, 21.

'9 Cathcart, supra n. 17; NI Dickson, "Financial Fat Cats or Tigers", Financial Tne, 28/29January
1995, 8.
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Because of the controversy over managerial remuneration, John Major's
Conservative Government contemplated introducing statutory amendments deal-
ing with executive compensation. 2  Ultimately, it opted not to, deferring instead
to the work carried out by a panel set up in 1995 by the Confederation of British
Industry.21 The Greenbury Committee, named after chairman Sir Richard
Greenbury, fulfilled its mandate by issuing a Code of Best Practice on executive
pay accompanied by a supporting report.22 The London Stock Exchange then

provided backing for the reform effort by adding the key elements of the
Greenbury Code to the Exchange's Listing Rules. 2

3 The current version of the
Listing Rules, which the Financial Services Authority now administers in its
capacity as the UK Listing Authority (UKLk), contains a somewhat modified ver-
sion of the provisions of the Greenbury Code in an appendix referred to as the
Combined Code. 24

The reform campaign carried out in the mid-1990s yielded significant divi-
dends. Larger listed companies typically adopted the Greenbury Code fully, and
their smaller counterparts generally implemented most of the prov isions.2 '

Moreover, Greenbury's primary aim full disclosure-was largely achieved as
publicly quoted companies divulged a much wider range of information than had
been the case previously. 2" In addition, while in the United Kingdom executive
remuneration has traditionally been linked only very weakly to corporate perfor-
mance, survey evidence compiled subsequent to Greenbury indicated that
incentive-oriented remuneration was growing in importance.2 7

'U K Brown andJ Blitz, "DodgingI hrough the Executive Pay lField", Financial Times, 2 M\larcIi 1995,
10.

21 (ClieffinS,.uf n1. 5, 375, 656.
22 The Study Group on Directors' Remuncration, Directors'Remuneration: Report oja Study Group Chaired

by Sir Richard reenbul) (hereafter 
"

6
;r

eenbur ' ReBort' (London, Gee Publishing, 1995.
23 hellins, supra n. 5, 656.

21 See Fiancial Senices Authority, Listing Rules, Combined Code, Code of Best Practice, Section 1,
paras B I B3, Schedules A, B. The provisions dealing with executive pay were amended in 1998 as
a result of recomrnendations made by the Committee oil Corporate Governance, ReBort of the
Committee on Corporate Goternance (herealtier "Haipel Report' ) 

(London, Gee Publishing, 1991), paras
.1-4.20. On the linancial Srvices Authority's status as the administrator of the Listing Rules, see

OlIIcial Listing oi Securities (Change ol Competen Auithority) Regulations 2000 (S1 2000/963);
Financial Senices Authority, Listing Rules, "Introduction".

25 Hampel Report, supra n. 24, para. 1.10. See also "Pay is Not a M\[atter Ior Whitehall", Sunday Business,
18July 1999, 19; C Arthur, "The Fat Cats are Back", Jndependent, 25July 2000, 3. For a less-opti-
mistic appraisal, see S Targett, "Most Companies 'Flot (<ode on Corporate Governance", Finanal
Times, 20 Dece mler 1999, 2.

23 Conyon and Murphy, supra n. 4, Fb4H; HampelReport, supra n. 24, para. 1.9.
SOn current trends, see Pensions & lnvestrnent Research Consultants .fra n. 4, 22; D Bolger, "Fit

Cats Get ihe CIrearn", Finalnc Time3, 15 August 2000, 15; R Wachrnan, "Bosses' Pay Hits Nexw
High", Sunday Bu.ineu. 1 Octolber 20o, 2. On traditional patterns, se P Gregg et ai, "11w

Disappearing Relationship Beitween Directors' Pay and Corporae Perlormance" (1993) 31 British
jounal ofIndu.trial Relations 1, 5-7; Mt Conyon and P Gregg, "Pay at the Top: A Study of the
Sensitivity of Top Director Remuneraion to Company Specilc Shocks" (August 1994) fltional
Intitute Economic Review 83, 83 1, 86 7, 90.
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Despite the changes that occurred after the Greenbury Report, executive remu-
neration remained a topical issue in the United Kingdom.28 One reason was that
pay levels continued to rise, with increases in managerial remuneration signifi-
cantly outpacing inflation.29 The Labour Party's election in 1997 was an addi-
tional factor that served to kee) executive pay in the limelight. Since Labour had
eagerly made political capital from news of big pay rises in the boardroom when
it was in opposition, there were expectations that it would introduce more strin-
gent regulation while in power.30

Various "high-profile" incidents also served to keep executive pay in the news. 3l

For instance, in 2000 Vodafone Airtouch plc sparked a furore when it proposed
making a £10 million "one-off" bonus payment to the chief executive who had
orchestrated acquisitions that resulted in the company becoming the world's
largest mobile telephone concern) 2 Controversy also plagued Vodafone in 2001
when it announced its intention to award the same CEO potentially lucrative
share options.33

Labour, despite its stance prior to 1997, in fact proved to be cautious on the
executive pay front. Admittedly, in 1999, coincident with the release of a DTI con-
sultation paper on managerial remuneration, the Trade and Industry Secretary
promised "to regulate fat cat pay".34 Still, the Labour Party, which had acquired
new-found allies in the business community in its rise to power, was keen not to
alienate this constituency. ' Hence, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
qualified his promise to regulate by saying "that in a global economy, world-class
performers must be rewarded with world-class pay". 36 Consistent with such
market-oriented rhetoric, the basic theme in the DTI's 1999 consultation

21 Pensions & Investments Research Consultants, .ufra n. 1, 22.

29 Arthur, supra n. 25; T.Jackson, "The Fat Cats Keep Gtting Fatter", Financial Tines, I/2 August

1998, 7; P Thornton, "Lxecutive Pay Increase Set to Revive Row", Independent, 23 October 2000,
15. On how executive pay rose in Comparison w\ith otheri benchmarks, see P Bassett, "Dire(tors' Pay
Rises at Twice Rate of Workforce", 77ze Tines, 6 November 1996, 26; C Buckley, "1 ree-for-all on
Pay in tie Boardroom", The Tines, 28 October 1999, 37; C Batchelor, "Britain's Top CEOs See
Pay Soar 20%", Financial Times, 6 November 2000, 1.

1 M Prescott, "Labour U-Turn on 'Fat Cat' Salaries", unda Time, 16 May 1999, Section 3, I;
"Keel) on Purring", Economrivt, 21 July 1999, 25.
For summaries, see.J Plender, "What a Perlrmance", Fianial Tines, 27/28 March 1999, I I;
S Targett, "Heat May Be Turned Up", Financial Time, 17 November 2000, I'Director Survey, 7;
S Calian, "UK Shareholders Press Firms to Curb Executive Pay Raises", J ll/Street Journal Europe,
30July 200 1, 1.

32I Waples, "Boardroom Bonanzi", Sund Tmes, 6july 2000, Business, 9; M Dickson, "Vodalone
Rings the WArong Numbers on Exe utive Pay", Financial Times, 29/3( July 2000, 15; S Targett,
"Phone Number Salaries Have Changed the Public Mood", Financial Tine, 15 September 2000,
lT Director, 7.
P Wheatcrol, "There is No Option, Rules Must Change", The Tines, 3July 200 1, 23; [ Dickson,
"Pay at Vodatone: Now We're Talking Telephone Numbers", Financial Time, 21/22July 2(00 1, 15.

'4 "No Answers in Executive Pay Debate-, Independent, 20 July 1999, 19. The paper in question was
DTI, Directiori' Remuneration, vujra 1. 3.
A Murray, "Hampel Throwvs a Fat Cat Among Iabour Pigeons", The Time, 20Jantuary 19911, 31.

16 "Kee l) oi l urring", upia n. 30. See also "No n wers in Executive Pay Debate", .sura n. 31.
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document was that shareholders, not government, should impose sensible limits
on managerial remuneration.

Critics of executive pay felt shortchanged by the approach the DTI suggested,
and charged that its proposals were "thin stuff".3 7 Indeed, the reform package was
labelled "a textbook example of how New Labour has managed to exploit pop-
ulist, old Labour issues without damaging its business-friendly image". m Still,
while the DTI's recommendations fell short of demands from critics, Labour
proved reluctant to follow through on the Department's suggested reform pack-
age. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry had been expected to
announce during 2000 how the Government would proceed.3" Instead, there was
"stoney silence". "1

In 2001, Labour finally offered a partial response to the DTI's 1999 report. The
Trade and Industry Secretary declared that while UK companies "must be able
to attract and retain the best executives in the world", the linkage between pay and
performance was "also rightly a matter of concern to shareholders". "1' He corre-
spondingly announced that disclosure regulation would be restructured, reasoning
that shareholders need to "have the necessary information to enable them to assess
a company's policy on boardroom pay". 42

In certain respects, the reforms the Trade and Industry Secretary outlined were
consistent with the analysis in the DTI's 1999 consultation paper. The DTI had
indicated that new disclosure regulations should be introduced to ensure that
more information was available on the relationship between pay and perfor-
mance.43 The Trade and Industry Secretary followed up on this when offering his
response. He indicated that as a result of the reforms proposed by the Labour
Government a publicly quoted company would have to divulge a wider range of
information dealing with the link between pay and performance, including com-
piling graphs to highlight where matters stood.

In an important way, however, Labour proposed going further than the DTI
had suggested in the 1999 consultation paper. The DTI acknowledged in this doc-
ument that the current disclosure regime, which again is governed primarily by
the UKLA Listing Rules rather than by legislation, had been subjected to some
criticism. "

14 The Department (lid not, however, recommend any sort of shift

7 "ML. Byers is Right Not (o Skin ihe 'Fat Cais'", Indelpedent, I 9Jtly 1999, Comnneni, 3; see also
"Kee) on Purring", ,upra n. 30.

3" D Wighton, "Bycrs' Crakdown on Exctii\vc Pay Amounts (o Small Change", ETa' l Tines, 20
July 1999, 8. For a similar appraisal, see "Mr. Byers is Right Not to Skin the 'Fat Cat ", sa
n. 37.
K Brown, '"Boardrooms Under Seige", Financial Times, 2June 2000, FT Dir tor, 5.

4( Target(, supra n. 3 1; Company Law\ Reviewv Scering Group, Alodern Comiato LaI. for a (ompetitie
Economy: Developing the Farnieuork (London, DTI, 2000', para. 3.109.

41 DTI, supra n. I.
12 Ibid.
43 DTI, supra n. 3, 22 3.
'11 Ibid., 21 2.
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towards statutory regulation. In contrast, the Trade and Industry Secretary said
that the Government would replace the existing Listing Rules regime with a
scheme set out in companies legislation.

While Labour indicated in 2001 that it was prepared to restructure the regula-
tion of disclosure, it refrained from indicating whether shareholders should be
given new powers that would involve them more directly in the setting of execu-
tive pay. Instead, the Trade and Industry Secretary said that final decisions on
improving accountability on remuneration issues would be taken after the com-
pletion of a fundamental review of UK company law launched by the DTI in 1998
and which will conclude with the publication of a White Paper." -' Subsequently,
however, DTI officials intimated that wholesale reform on the executive pay front
was unlikely13

Since Labour was planning to call an election subsequent to offering its 2001
response to the DTI's 1999 report, the postponement offered potential political
advantages. As one newspaper columnist observed, "(t)he effect of the half-hearted
fudge is to shunt a potentially embarrassing issue for the government into the
promised land beyond the general election".47 It is somewhat ironic that the
Labour Government deferred announcing its position on shareholder particip-
ation in the setting of executive pay until after the company law review is com-
plete. This is because the Company Law Review Steering Group, which
co-ordinated the review on the DTI's behalf, generally steered clear of manager-
ial remuneration during its deliberations. This was done in deference to the exec-
utive pay consultation exercise that culminated in the Department's 1999
report.

"18

The only instance where the Steering Group sought to deal directly with exec-
utive pay concerned the duration of managerial services contracts. The UK
Companies Act 1985 currently provides that shareholders must endorse, by reso-
lution, agreements with a term of longer than five years.4 9 The Steering Group
indicated in a discussion paper published in 2000 that the permitted duration
should be cut to one year, with longer contracts being prohibited unless they were
approved at a general meeting of the shareholders."l However, the Steering
Group retreated somewhat from this proposal in a final report issued in 2001. It
recommended that, with contracts of between one and three years in length,

1) On the launch , s upra n. 2. Oil tie plans to publish a White Paper, see Company Law Review

Steering Group, Modern Company Lawor a GompCttihe Eonomw: C:ompletng the Structure (,ondon, DTI,
2000), para. 1.10.

16 C Bukley, "Review Leaves Fat Cats Unscadd", The Ties, 27July 200 1, 30.
J Plender, "Al Assault on Boardroom Lxcess", Financial Times, 14 March 2001, 23. The election was

held in.June 2001 and Labour t'01urned to po\\r with an commanding majority.

1. Company Law Review Steering Group, .su)ra n. 40, para. 3.109; Company Law Review Steering
Group, su/ra n. 45, para. 4.20, n. 60.

' Chapter 6, s. 319.

Company Iaw Review Steering Group, supra n. 45, paras 4.19, 4.20. The Steering Group said that
when a new executive was appohlted the limit shoul instead be three years (ibid., para. 4.19).
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shareholders should have the option of using a "special" resolution requiring a
three-quarters majority of the votes cast to displace the obligation to vote on each
remuneration package.'"

C. A RATIONALE FOR SHAREHOLDER PARTICIPATION IN

THE SETTING OF EXECUTIVE PAY

Again, a key theme in the DTI's 1999 consultation paper was that shareholders,
not government, should constrain executive pay abuses. Bolstering the contribu-
tion shareholders make in the setting of managerial remuneration is one of two
themes that have monopolised discussions of reform in the United Kingdom. 5

The other is that remuneration committees dominated by directors who are not
also full-time executives ("outside" or "non-executive" directors) should play a
central and constructive role.

To understand the contribution remuneration committees can potentially
make, it should be recalled that in UK companies authority for setting executive
pay customarily rests in the hands of the directors. 53 By virtue of the composition
of company boards, this can pose a problem) 4 Approximately half of the individ-
uals who act as directors for publicly traded UK companies also serve as execu-
tives for the same firm.5 5 The fact that full-time managers are well-represented in
the boardroom implies that if directors set remuneration on a collective basis,
executives may in effect be able to determine what to pay themselves. A potential
solution to the problem is for the board to obtain guidance from a remuneration
committee composed of outside directors. This will mean that pay issues will be
dealt with by a group of people with a good knowledge of the company, but with
no personal financial interest in the decisions they are taking."'

The logic supporting the use of remuneration committees has proved to be
influential in the United Kingdom. As a result of recommendations made by the
Greenbury Committee and by the Cadbury Committee, a panel that issued an
influential report on corporate governance in 1992, the Combined Code currently
says that a listed company should establish a remuneration committee.5 7 A listed

51 Company Law Review\ Steering Group, MVodem Company Law for a Competitke Economy, Final Report
(URN (1/9412 (vol. 1', London, DI, 2001', para. 6.13. On the nature of a special resolution, see
Companies Act 1985, s. 378.

,2 Two additional possible approaches to reform-iniproving access to the courts and ilicreasing taxes
\\which cxetivcs \would pay on deir income have received little attention. For background, see
Cheffins, sufra n. 5, 671 5; City Lditor, "Byers Goes 'Fat Cat' Clubbing", The Tle, 17 February
1999, 25.

'3 See .ufra n. 3 and accompanying text.
54 Chellins, supra n. 5, 66 1.

Company Law Review Steering Group, su)ra n. 40, para. 3.117; S Targett, "Corporate
Governance Body Hits at Boardroom Domination", Financial Time, 20 November 2000, 2.
Greenbul) Report, .upra n. 22, para. 1.3.

57 Financial Services Authority, Listing Rules, Combined Code, Code ol'Best Pratice, para. B.2.1.
On the recommendations made )y the Greenbury Committee c onc:erning remuneration
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company is not obliged, as such, to comply with this stipulation. Instead, in line
with the Combined Code's disclosure-oriented focus, a company must only
divulge its failure to establish a remuneration committee in accordance with the
guidance provided.-"' However, since the early 1990s, most UK companies with
publicly traded equity have in fact fallen into line with the prevailing orthodoxy
and created such a committee.)

While remuneration committees have beneficial features, they do not constitute
an ideal response to existing concerns over executive pay. A key problem is that
their objectivity is open to question. One potential difficulty is the composition of
such committees. According to the Combined Code, a remuneration committee
should be made up exclusively of non-executive directors who are independent of
management.13° This seems logical, since top managers can retain direct influence
over the setting of their own pay if they are members. However, a substantial
fraction of listed companies do not comply with the Combined Code guidelines
and instead have one or more senior executives sitting on their remuneration
committees."'

Even if outsiders in fact dominate on remuneration committees, bias remains a
concern 12 In most listed companies, a nominating committee will work together
with the chairman of the board to select the individuals who ultimately serve as
non-executive directors."' The recruits will usually have been chosen on the basis
that they "fit in" with the company, in the sense that they identify with its goals
and are compatible with the management team. 3 Such individuals, when they
sit on a remuneration committee, may well be reluctant to antagonise their

commiitccs, sce Greenbury Report supra n. 22, paras I. 14, 4.3 4.8 On ihe (Cadbury Conmittee, scc
Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (chaired Iby Sir Adrian Cadb ury ,

Report (London, Gec Publishing, 1992), para. 4.42. Certain relinements xvei rc made to the Listing
Rules as a result of work undertaken by the Hampel Committee, which was assigned the task of
reviewing thc work carried ott by the Cadbury and Grcenbury Comlfittccs. Sec Hampel Repor
supa n. 21, paras 2.11, 4.11-4.12.

F inancial Services Authority, Listing Rules, para. 12.13A.

On the pattern during the 1990s, sec Greenburt, Report, supra n. 22, para. 4.6; MI Conyon,
"Institutional Arrangements for Setting Directors' Compensation in UK Companies", in K Keasey

et al (ecds), Corporate Got erance: Economic and Financial Isue (Oxlird University Press, 1997) 03, 1 I I.
On the current situation, se Targett, tna n. 55.

U0 Financial Services Atithority, Listing Rules, Combined Code, Code ol'Best Practice, para. B.2.2.
ul See AJameson, "UK Companies Under Fire trm NA1TI tar Code Violation", The T es, 10

October 2000, 27; Conyon, supra n. 5, 112 13. For a more optilfistic appraisal, see DTI, supra

n. 3, 11 12, 51.
32 Chellins, supra n. 5, 668 9; SJ Stabile, "Viexing Corporate Exectitive Compensation Through a

Partnership Lens: ATool to Focus Reform" (2000 35 W ake Foret Lauw Re iew 153, 17 6.
'3, Pensions & In\ estment Research Consulants, supra n. 4, 13, 20; Chellins, supra n. 5, 610.

1 JD Cox and HL Mlunsinger, "Bias i the Boardroom: Psy (holagical Foundations and Legal

Implications of Co-porate Cohesion (I 9115) 411 Luw and ('ontempor Problems 83, 91 81; 1 Fraser,
"The Growing Power of Non-Executives", Director, November 1998, 71, 76.
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managerial colleagues by speaking out strongly against generous executive pay.131
The fact that the CEO is frequently present at remuneration committee meetings
on an advisory basis probably reinforces any such tendency.13

If company boards and their remuneration committees are not ideally suited to
the task of dealing with executive pay issues, seemingly shareholders should be
motivated to step forward. For instance, when executives receive exorbitant
salaries, there will be, at least in some measure, a dissipation of profits otherwise
available to shareholders.'" Moreover, if management receives a substantial num-
ber of shares under option plans and/or LTIPs, the consequent dilution of exist-
ing equity will mean that other shareholders will end up with significantly less
voting power and could have appreciably lower earnings per share."8

Also noteworthy is that managerial remuneration can potentially be structured
so as to align the interests of shareholders and managers."-9 Establishing a link
between executive pay and shareholder return will be potentially appealing for
investors because executives are less likely to impose managerial "agency costs" on
shareholders if there exists a direct financial incentive to maximise shareholder
value. U The upshot is that shareholders have various reasons to pay attention to
managerial remuneration. As we will see next, however, under current UK law
they have little direct influence over the setting of executive pay.

D. THE CURRENT REGIME IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

A publicly quoted company's articles of association will, in all likelihood,
provide the board with the power to deal with executive remuneration

6 The problem mnay w~ell be compounded if the outside dire tors are also executives at other c ompa-
nies shnlce indirectly they x",,,ill Ib setting their own pay. See Brown, .spra n. 39; 1raser, .ufa n. 64,
75; City Edi(or, "Squaring tle Closed Circle", The Time, 15 Oc(ober 1998, 33. Survey evidence
Suggests, however, that twer than one in four British non-executive directors act in a managerial
cap a city l(r another coinpany. See N O'Sullivan, "M1anagers as Monitors: An Analysis ol'th Non-

executive Role of Senior Executives in UK Compainies" (2000 10 BritidhJounal ojilfan(gemet 17,
23; K Peasnell et a!., "Who are They?", Accountancy International, Maich 1999, 106; JW\ Hunt,
"Exposure of the Non-Executive Directors", Financial Ti es, 27 October 2000, 17.

613 Conyon, supma n. 59, 117 18. The Greenbury Commiuee explicitly acknoxwledged and endorsed
this practice (reenbur ' Report, upra n. 22, para. 4.11).
C7 GS Ciystal, In Sarci oEcess: The Ocercompenmation ofAmerican Executice (New York, N,\ V Norton,
1991), 172 3, 212, 2,54. The amounts hlwlved are, i fact, quite small in c omparison with other
aspec(s of corporate act ivity. See Bolger, supra n. 27.

68 On prollemis arising from dilution, see RS Thomas and KJ Martin, "The Determiiants of
Shareholder Voting on Stock Opton Plans" (2000) 35 LI'ake Forest La,, Ree. 31 35 6;
D Leonhardt, "Will Today's Huge Rewards Devour Tiomorrow's Earnings?", Va Times,
2 April 2(11)0, Secion 3, 1.

69 On this philhsophy, see, e.g. CI Yablon, "Bonus Questions Lxecutive Compensation in the Lra
o('Pay obr Perlri ance" (1999) 75 Notre Dame Late Reiewe 27 1 278 80;W R \(MNonks and N Mino,
Coiporate Governance (Oxford, Blackwell, 2nd edn, 200 1', 221 2.

70 On the concept ol agency costs, see, e.g. FH Easterbiook and DR Fischel, The Economic Structure of
CoiporateLaw (Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press, 1991), 9 11, 14 15, 91 2, 217 18.
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matters. 7 1 Such an arrangement, in turn, largely precludes shareholders from
playing a direct role in the area of managerial pay. It is well-established under UK
company law that whenever the articles of association authorise the board of
directors to make decisions on a company's behalf, the general meeting cannot
dictate to the board how to exercise its powers. 7

2 Hence, shareholders in UK com-

panies are, in a general sense, excluded from exercising control over managerial
remuneration.

While the general rule in the United Kingdom is that shareholders do not have
a direct say over executive pay, the pattern is subject to exceptions. For instance,
companies legislation and the UKLA Listing Rules both offer investors some con-
trol over managerial remuneration. 73 On the legislative front, as we have seen, the
Companies Act 1985 stipulates that a company's shareholders must consent by
resolution before the company can enter into a contract of employment with a

director for a term of more than five years.74 With the Listing Rules, they stipulate
that shareholders in a listed company should approve share option schemes and
most LTIPs. '

In circumstances where legislation and the UKLAk Listing Rules do not provide
shareholders with a vote on executive pay, those owning equity may still have the

opportunity to express their views on the topic. Under section 376 of the
Companies Act 1985 a shareholder who complies with various procedural
requirements can propose a resolution to be voted on at a company's next annual
general meeting (AGM).76 Since the Act does very little to regulate the subject-
matter of such resolutions, a shareholder is free to make proposals concerning
executive pay. 7 7 If investors want to raise remuneration issues but prefer not to
wait until a company's next AGM, they may be able to have an extraordinary

71 See.supra n. 3 and acc ompanying text.
71Automatie Cleansin Filter S) udicat Cunninghame [ 1906] 2 Ch 34.
71 For an overview, see DTI, nra n. 3, 33. An additional theoretical possibility is that a company's

shareholders could amend ti articles oI association to provide them \\ith audority to deal with
executive pay issues. On the process involved, see PL Davies, Gower's incipes of iloden Compaitg Lau
(London, Sweet & Maxwell, uth edn, 1 997), I 17.

71 See upra n. /19 and accotmpanying text. The statute also stipulates that shareholders nmst give their

approval bctire a company can provide exgratia payiments to a director wvhen the director is leaving
office or when a company is undergoing a change in control. See Companies Act 1985, ss 312 14.
However, a "golden parachutc aw, arded atier premature termination ol'a direcor's executive ser-
vices contract does not require shareholder approval because the director will have a contractual
entitlement to this amount. See Lander Premier Pict Petroleum Ltd [1997] SLT 136 I, Outer House.

71 Financial Services Authority, Listing Rules, para. 13.13. \itlh share options, the right to vote in tact
extends to an) scheme under which employees may receive newly issued shares. On LTIP excep-
tions, see para. 13.1 3A of the Listing Rules as xe a a the definition of"long-term incentive sc heme".

11'a listed company ails to obtain shareholder approval in ac ordance with the Listing Rules, it can
be censured or have its listing cancelled (Financial Services Authority, Listing Rules, para. 1.9).

76 On thc procedural rcquircments, see Companies Act 1985, s. 377 and disctission inf/a nn. 80 and
114 and acc ompanyhng text.

77 Ot ihe cic unstances where a c ompany is not bound to circulate a resoltiion, see infra n. 1I 86 and
accornpanying text.
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general meeting (EGM) called to deal with the matter. For instance, section 368 of
the Companies Act 1985 indicates that shareholders who meet the requirements
set down in this provision can request that the board of directors arrange such a
meeting.

78

While in theory a shareholder can raise executive pay issues by proposing a
shareholder resolution or by calling an EGM, significant practical obstacles exist.
For instance, a shareholder who steps forward may well incur costs which the com-
pany will not reimburse. To illustrate, with shareholder proposals under section
376 of the Companies Act 1985, the company can oblige those making the request
to tender a sum which is reasonably sufficient to pay the costs of the circulation of
the resolution and any accompanying statement. 79

Also pertinent are statutory ownership thresholds. Under section 376 of the
Companies Act 1985 an individual shareholder or small group of investors
must own 5% or more of the voting rights of a company in order to make an
AGM proposal.1 o In relation to section 368, those requesting an EGM must
own between them more than 10% of the voting shares."1 In a typical listed
company in the United Kingdom the largest shareholders will be institutional
investors (e.g. pension funds, insurance companies and unit trusts).8 2 Only a
tiny handful of these institutions will control enough votes, acting alone, to
make a shareholder proposal at an AGM under section 376, and in many com-

panies there will not be a single investor that owns enough equity to call an
EGM under section 368.8 3

If shareholders can rely on section 376 or can arrange to have an EGM held
and then manage to secure passage of a resolution, enforceability could still be a
problem. Again, a company's directors will typically have the authority to set man-
agerial remuneration. Correspondingly, the board will potentially be free to

78 Section 370 may also be available, but a company's articles of association can displace the provision

and the shareholders calling the meeting must bear the costs ol'doing so themselves (s. 370(l), (3)).
79 See s. 377(1)). Under s. 368, if those who have caled an EGMI want to distribute an explanatory

circular to shareholders, the) will have to do so at their ow\n expense. See Davies, supra n. 73 569;
E Ferran, Comrpaqy Low and Coiporate Finance (Oxford University Press, 1999), 263, n. 135.

'0 See s. 376(2). Ilfthe 5% thieshold cannot be met, a resolution can still be brought frrward by 100
or more shareholders who have paid up capital averaging not less than £'100 per shareholder.
Applications ol this nature are rare in the United Kingdom but have catised some cont'oversy in
Australia. Se "New Rule P'roposed for Shareholders to Call Company Meetings", Cotorate Law
Electro(i Bulletin 41,January 200 1, 3.

81 See s. 3s. 2)a
2 GP Sapledon, Instituttional Shareholders and Corporate Gormance (Oxlord, Clarendon Press, 1996),

108 12.
Ibid., I12 (indicating that in a sample ol'UK publicly quoted companies, the largest institutional
stake was 

9 .6%, tie second largest xw a 6.0% and the third largest was 4.8%'. See also L Morse,
"Shareholders Sharpen Claws", FIa ,,al Tnie, 2 May 1997, FT Survey on Accessing US Capital
Markets, 4 (indicating that UK institutional investors were concerned about tie ownership hurdles).
For somewhat dilleirent figures and flr a more optimistic appraisal of the availability ol s. 368, see
Ferran, supra n. 79, 261.
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ignore a resolution passed at a general meeting on executive pay?1 Overcoming
this problem may require reliance on the articles of association. For instance, some
companies have articles which stipulate that the general meeting can provide
directions to the board by a special resolution?>8

,

There are two additional means by which investors in a listed company can
express concern over executive pay. The first is to vote against the company's
accounts when these are presented at the AGM."8 This can function as a protest
against the company's policy on executive pay because the directors of a listed
company must prepare a report on remuneration that will be presented to the
shareholders as part of the accounting documentation. 7

The second is to decline to approve the re-election of directors who were mem-
bers of a company's remuneration committee?8t For instance, in 2001 the
National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF)-whose members own approxi-
mately 25% of the UK Stock Market urged shareholders to register a protest in
this fashion. It did so after the Royal Bank of Scotland awarded a bonus to exec-
utives for orchestrating the acquisition of another bank.Y

While shareholders can signal their dissatisfaction with executive pay arrange-
ments by voting against the annual accounts or the re-election of a director, nei-
ther method is particularly popular. For instance, few investors will decline to
approve the accounts merely because they have concerns about executive pay.
Instead, they will need to have serious reservations about how the directors are
running the company.1

With respect to voting against directors, one potential problem with this strat-
egy is that the individuals most associated with an unpopular remuneration strat-
egy may not be standing for re-election.9 1 Instead, they may be in the middle of a
three-year term in office; in UK companies the corporate constitution ordinarily

"4 Sec Automatic Sef- C leansi Cunningiame [I 906] 2 Ch 34. For a ase involving s. 3611 that (l6ts some
support for this proposition, see Ro. c 2ilc;i ten 119981 2 BCLC 593, 604. In relation to s. 376, if the
resolution would not be binding on the board, the dire( (ors could probably refuse too in ulate i. See
Rose AlcGi'en 119981 2 BCLC 593, 605; AJ Boyle (ed.), Gore Browene on Companie.s (BristolJordans,
44(h edn, 1916), part. 21.15, n. 2.

8 Table A in Companies (Table A to F) Regulations 1985 (SI 1985/805' (hereafter "Table A"', art.
70.

86 Ceenbu) Report, u/pra n. 22, para. 5.30; Hmpel Rport, ufpra n. 2/1, para. 1.21; 1 Guerrera, "SKB
Faces Shareholder Revolt Over Bosses' Pay", Independent, 8 April 1999 16. AIhough it is conven-
tional at listed companies' AG\1s for there to be a resolution which "receives" the company's

annual report and accotnls, technically no sucht resolution is required. See Hautpel Report, supra

n. 21, para. 5.20; R Smerdon, A Practical Guide to Coorate Go cnance (London, Sweet & Maxwell,
1998 ) 147 8.

8 On tie remuneration report generally, see ia nn. 97 9 and accompanying text. On its tclusion
as parl of the accounuing "package", see Financial Services Atithoriiy, Listing Rules, para.
12.1 3AN)

DTI, supra n. 3, 35; reenbug Report, supra n. 22, para. 5.30.
89S Targett "F unds Furious Over RBS Bonuses", Financial Times, 27 Mlarch 2001, 1.

DTI, supra n. 3, 31.
91 Ibid.
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provides for the retirement by rotation of one-third of the board each year.9 2

Moreover, even if directors serving on the remuneration committee stand for re-
election, shareholders may be reluctant to vote against an individual whose con-
tribution to the company they otherwise value.9 :3 Certainly, the Royal Bank of
Scotland directors who were the target of the NAPF's protest campaign in 2001
prevailed easily.9"1

E. GIVING SHAREHOLDERS A GREATER DIRECT SAY OVER EXECUTIVE PAY

Since shareholders in UK companies might want to exercise influence in the con-
troversial area of executive pay but have limited scope for doing so, it is not
surprising that reform has made its way onto the agenda. For instance, the
Greenbury Committee, in its deliberations on executive pay, considered the role
shareholders should play. The Committee acknowledged in its 1995 report that
investors could and should use their power and influence to make a constructive
contribution in the area of executive pay."-' When it recommended reform, how-
ever, it did not place the primary emphasis on giving shareholders a direct say.
Instead, it focused on disclosure.

The Greenbury Committee, reasoning that investors need to have sufficient
information to evaluate whether a company's approach to remuneration issues is
a sound one, attached the "highest importance" to disclosure and urged a "philo-
sophy of full transparency". As mentioned, a listed company's board of directors
must compile an annual report for shareholders on executive pay.9 7 This require-
ment was added to the Listing Rules on the Greenbury Committee's recommen-
dation. The disclosure that occurs as a result is thorough in nature. Consistent
with suggestions made by the Greenbury Committee, the remuneration report
must discuss in a general way the company's policy on managerial remuneration
and set out full details of all elements of each executive director's compensation
package.9

92 See Table A, arts 73, 74. See Chellins, supra n. 5, 99; DTI, supra n. 3, 35 6, which indicated that

directors should perhaps stand for re-election each year. See also Hampel Report, su)ra n. 21, paras
2.8, 3.21; Financial Services Authority, Listing Rules, Combined Code, Principle A6 (indicating
that directors should stand for re-election at least ever) three years).

91 DTI, supma n. 3, 36.
91 M Nicholson, "RBS Chief Unapologetic Over Bonmses", Financial Times, 12 April 2001, 27.

6 reenbun Report s11m n. 22, para. 3.4 (I6cusing on insliuional investors).
9u Ibid., paras 5.2, 5.3.
97 See supra n. 87 and acomnpanying text.
98 Greenbutn Report, .jfra n. 22, paras 5.4 5.25. The Greenltury Committee recommended that a com-

pany's remuneration (omrittee should compile the repor, but the Ibcus sliPlted to the board of
directors as a result of reommendations made by the Hampel Committee (.suf)ra n. 21, para. 4.14).

', See Financial Services Authority, Listing Rules, para. 12.43\(c); Combined Cote, Cote oI Best
Practice, paras B.3.1 B.3.2, Schedule B.
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While the Greenbur , Report focused primarily on disclosure when dealing with
shareholders, voting arrangements were also canvassed. The Greenbury
Committee indicated that investors should have a direct say over executive pay in
certain circumstances. For instance, when the Listing Rules were amended to give
shareholders the right to vote on various types of LTIPs, this was done in response
to a recommendation by the Committee.°° The Greenbuu' Report also suggested
that each year those setting executive pay on a listed company's behalf should con-
sider whether to invite the AGM to vote on the matter."O' The Combined Code
currently directs boards of listed companies to conduct this annual exercise.102

While the Greenbury Committee was content to permit investors to vote on
managerial remuneration under certain conditions, it was not prepared to endorse
direct input on a regular basis. Instead, it said that investors should not have a
vested right to vote on the annual report on executive pay or otherwise have to sig-
nify their concurrence with a company's approach to managerial remunera-
tion. 1°'3 Committee members reasoned that in most years shareholders would
want to focus on the company's general progress and the board's overall perfor-
mance, not executive pay.11" The Hampel Committee, a panel assigned the task
of reviewing the work undertaken by the Cadbury and Greenbury Committees,
endorsed the Greenbury Committee's stance in a 1998 report. According to the
Hampel Committee, it was inappropriate that shareholder approval should be
required for a single aspect of company policy. 10.

When the DTI issued its 1999 consultation paper on executive pay, it departed
from the views the Greenbury and Hampel Committees had put forward on
shareholder voting. The DTI acknowledged that the board of directors, acting on
the recommendation of a remuneration committee, should establish a company's
general policy on executive pay and determine the remuneration packages for
individual executive directors. 1013 It suggested, however, that increased dialogue
between a company's board and its shareholders might be beneficial, and indi-
cated that such dialogue would be more effective if it was underpinned by a frame-
work which facilitated voting on resolutions relating to executive pay. 10

The DTI offered two justifications for its recommended approach.° 8 One was
that, despite the setting-up of remuneration committees, bias continued unduly to

10" (eenbuy Report, una n. 22, paras 5.33, 6.33; on ti Listing Rules, see sa/na n. 75 and accompany-
ing text.

1( i ) co/t, supta n. 22, p
a r

a
s 5

.31, 5.32.

- Financial Services Atithority, Listing Rules, Combined Code, Code oi'Bes( Practice, para. B.3.5.
On the extent to which this guidance is followed, see i4 a nn. 111, 133 1 and accompanying text.

'01 The Combined Code rele(s this. See Financial Services Aulhority, Listing Rules, Combined
Code Code of Best Practice, para. B.3.5.

104 ;rculw Report supra n. 22, paras 5.28, 5.29.
l Hailpel Rport, vujia n. 21, para. .21. On the Hampel Committee's mandate, see ibid., Annex;

Smeirdon, supra n. 86, 2 3.
lOo DTI, , ra ii. 3, 31.
107 Ibid.
10- Ibid., 31, 35 6.
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taint the setting of executive pay in UK publicly quoted companies." 9 The DTI's
implicit assumption on this count was that shareholders could, under appropriate
circumstances, act as an objective check on potential abuse.

The other justification the DTI offered for giving shareholders a greater direct
say over executive pay was that those who are unhappy about a company's remu-
neration policy currently do not have adequate means available for expressing
their concerns. For instance, the DTI indicated that shareholders who might have
misgivings about executive pay were unlikely to find it worthwhile to protest by
voting against a company's accounts or by opposing the re-election of directors
who had served on the remuneration committee. 1" ° The Department also made
its point by drawing attention to the guidelines in the Combined Code which indi-
cate that a company's board of directors should assess each year whether share-
holders should be invited to vote on the company's stance on managerial
remuneration. As the DTI noted, only a very small number of companies consult
investors in this fashion. "'

The DTI, in its 1999 consultation paper, canvassed various options for increas-
ing shareholder power over directors' remuneration, and endorsed two. One was
to make it easier for shareholders to make a proposal at an AGM. 112 On this
count, the DTI was apparently unconcerned that the 5% ownership threshold in
section 376 of the Companies Act 1985 might be too strict.'113 Instead, it focused
on timing. Currently, shareholders seeking to have a resolution circulated at an
AGM must submit the relevant documentation at least six weeks before the meet-
ing is held.'" Reasoning that investors seeking to comply with this requirement
may well not have received the annual report on remuneration from the directors,
the DTI suggested that the time period be reduced to one week. This change, it
was said, would allow shareholders to develop an informed view of a company's
remuneration policy before making a proposal. " An alternative approach, as the
DTI noted, was simply to give shareholders the right to propose resolutions on
executive pay at the AGM.

The other reform option endorsed by the DTI was to give shareholders the right
to vote on the board's remuneration report each year. 113 The primary advantage

1 It is not alone in staking out this position. See, e.g. Lex Column, '"Executive Pay", Financial Times,

27 September 1996, 28.
ii0 Sees.upwa til. 90-93.
... DTI, supra n. 3, 34. On ihe guidelines in question, see supra n. 102 and accompanying text. See

further Dickson, ,sura n. 32; Pensions & Investment Research Consultants Ltd, supra n. 4, 26.
112 DTl supra n. 3,37 8.

iiThe Company Law Review Steering Group has, in tact, specifically endorsed retention of the
( till (i( ownership requirements. See Completing the Structure, supra n. 45, paras 5.33, 5.35; Fita
Report, .suj)a n. 51, para. 7.12.

114 Companies At 1985, s. 377(I)(a).
i iThe crompany must send the annual accounts, ofwllich the report oil remuneration will Ibe a part,

to shareholders at least 21 clays prior (o ihe AGM (Companies AC 1985, s. 238(I)).
116 DTI, ,ujra n. 3, 36 7.
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offered by an annual vote, according to the DTJ, was that concerns over executive
pay would be addressed directly rather than via an indirect method, such as vot-
ing against the accounts.' 17 The consultation paper indicated, however, that the
significance of the annual remuneration policy resolution should be qualified in an
important way: it should be advisory rather than binding ini nature.

As the DTI acknowledged, requiring an advisory vote would be novel under

UK law. Moreover, it did not dismiss out-of-hand the possibility that the execu-
tive pay resolution should be made binding. 1"' However, perhaps because the
DTI was concerned about the effect a binding vote would have on remuneration
arrangements established prior to an AGM, it preferred to endorse the more cau-
tious option.1 19 Certainly, fears about implementation led the DTI completely to
reject the possibility that shareholders should have a veto over all individual exec-
utive service contracts.120 Practical difficulties the DTI cited on this count
included the recruitment of managers who would not know their salary until the
next AGM and the substitution of (liff'erent pay arrangements if shareholders
rejected a contract on the agenda.

The fact that serious practical problems can arise if investors vote on individual
executive service contracts draws attention to an important feature of the contri-
bution the Company Law Review Steering Group made on the executive pay
front. As we have seen, the Steering Group suggested that executive service con-

tracts of greater than one year in duration should be prohibited unless they were
endorsed at a general meeting or the shareholders had used a special resolution to
authorise the use of longer agreements. 121 According to 2000 data, in UK listed
companies more than one in four director service contracts had terms exceeding

one year. 12 2 Correspondingly, implementation of the Steering Group's proposal

on shareholder voting seemingly would expand the scope for shareholder particip-

ation in the setting of executive pay considerably.
Appearances, however, are potentially deceiving. If the law were amended in

accordance with the recommendations made by the Steering Group, investors
would probably not vote much more frequently oil individual pay packages than
they do at present. Since various difficulties can arise if executive services contracts

,,7 For a similar argument, see 1.J Loewenstein, "Reflecions on Executi\e Compensation and a
Modest lpro/osal for (Further) Reform" (19961 60 Southeni Afethodit Uniz erity Lau Review 201, 222
arguing in lavotlr ol annual vote on CEO conpensation).

118 DTI, .upra n. 3, 37. The DTI is not alone in suggesting that a mandatoy anlal vote on executive

pay should be advisory rather than binding. See Loe\\enstein, sra n. I 17, 221 2.
119 Oil tle dangers involved if the vote were binding, see "Pay is Not a 1atter for \\hiitehall", vujra

n. 25; D Wighlon, "Business Welcomes Miniser's Comments on Remuneration-, Financial Time3,
20 July 1999, 8 (quotrng the Director-General of the Institute of Directors); City Comment,
"(urdling the Crean fir the Fat Cas", Telegraph, 20July 1999, 29.

1 2U DTI, .ujra n. 3, 36. On support for this approahi, sc, e.g. Lex Column, supra n. 109; C Lorenz,
"Time fcr Cadbur to Tackle High Pay", Eiaial Times, 3 June 1993, 14; "Investors Must Have
a Voice", Jndependent, 6 December 191, 29.

121 Sulva nn. 50 51 and accompanying text.
112 Pensions & cnvestment Research Consultants Ltd, sujra n. 4, 25.
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are contingent upon shareholder approval, companies would probably respond to
a change in the law by refraining from offering packages with a term of more than
one year 12:

3 or by seeking authorisation to offer contracts with a longer duration.

F. ASSESSING THE CONTRIBUTION REFORM MAY MAKE: THE RELEVANCE

OF VOTING PATTERNS

The proposals made by the DTI in 1999 for increasing shareholder power over
directors' remuneration elicited a mixed response. Some were concerned that
investors would meddle in an unhelpful way. Fears were expressed that UK com-
panies would have difficulty recruiting talented executives because shareholders
would be prepared to vote against the highly lucrative packages required to attract
and motivate top people. 1241 Most, however, doubted whether giving shareholders
additional powers would make much difference. Optimists suggested that adop-
tion of the DTJ's recommendations would not do much harm and might even do
some good.12.' Others indicated, on the other hand, that the suggested changes to
the law might well be pointless.

Those who suggested that giving shareholders additional powers would not
have a significant practical impact made their point in a variety of ways. One line
of argument focused on the idea that investors would not vote to destroy share-
holder value. The thinking was that shareholders would not oppose potentially
lucrative, performance-oriented pay packages since these can serve to align the
interests of executives and investors.' 263 Alternatively, generous remuneration
might be necessary to recruit and retain talented managerial personnel.'12

Others made their point about the futility of giving shareholders extra powers
by focusing specifically on institutional investors. The institutional emphasis was
not surprising: such investors can dictate the outcome of most shareholder votes

121 The Steerig Group in fact recognised that iplementation o)fits one-year )roposal would typi-

cally cause comlpanies to shorten the length of exetitive services contacts. See Comp/etimg the

Structure, sujra n. 45, para. 4.20 (nothig that the change to tie law would mean that a dismissed
executive's claim for damages lor |reach o" contra(t would normally be a maximum (l o01e year's
reunneration).

124 "Pay is Not a Matter cir Whitehall", sra n. 25; R Griffin, "Investors Will Have Veto on Fa(-Ca
Pay "' ,Sunday Busi e.u, 17 October 1999, 31. See also "Shareholder Involvement may be Unwise"
(Letter), Financial Tines, 19 February 1999, 18.

121 "Mr. Byers is Right Not to Skhi tie 'Fat Cats' ", .upra n. 37; D \ iton, "Byers Rules Out Curbs
on Top Managers' Pay",) Emancial Ties, 20July999, I ; (Conilicts Over Directors' Pay", Financial
Tine., 20july 19')'), 19.

126 -Choer Good Directors 01 on lihe Rooltops" (Letter), Financial Tes, 19 February 199% 18 (oI-

menting on tie proposals befre they had been finalised,. For survey evidence indicating that UK
lund managers support higher exectitive pay if there is a strong perlormance link, see infra n. 245
and accompanying text.

121 Chelhins, supra n. 5, 700; Waples, supra n. 32; R Gribben, "Investors Champion Boardroom Pay

Rises", Telegrah, 19July 19')'), 27.
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since they control, collectively, more than 70% of the equity in the UK's listed
companies.128 The basic sentiment was that the institutions would, despite occa-
sional complaints about the setting of executive pay, inevitably acquiesce when
matters came to the crunch. 129 One explanation offered was that institutional

investors do not have sufficient company-specific knowledge to take a "hands-on"
role in the setting of executive pay. As one observer pointed out, "(h)ow do they
know what Joe Bloggs should be paid?".'130 A more cynical view was that self-
interest would influence the people who make decisions on behalf of institutional
investors, such as pension fund managers and insurance company executives. The
basic argument was that such individuals would opt for passivity because of their
own financial self-interest: they benefit personally from the executive pay "graxy
train". 131

A common theme that linked the predictions concerning the impact of the
DTI's proposals was that each hinged implicitly on assumptions about shareholder
attitudes toward collective decision-making. Those who suggested that reform
would have a detrimental impact were taking it for granted that shareholders
would vote against executive pay arrangements on a sufficiently regular basis to
affect corporate policy. On the other hand, those who argued that changing the
law was unlikely to make much difference, and might even be pointless, were
assuming that investors would rarely rely on resolutions and general meetings to
influence decisions on managerial remuneration. In order to evaluate which of
these predictions is more likely to be accurate, a helpful way to proceed is to take
into account existing evidence concerning resolutions dealing with executive pay.

The available data from the United Kingdom is, unfortunately, fragmentary.
With shareholder proposals that raise managerial remuneration issues, the only

points which are clear are that such resolutions are rare, and are defeated when
they come to a vote. 132 Various interesting questions therefore remain unan-
swered. For instance, it is unknown whether those making shareholder proposals

12 Haaipel Report, su/ra n. 24, para. 5.1 (stating that domeicstic instititions own (0% of the shares and

that most of the 20 ( oxx ned by foreigners are Ield I by iistitutional i vestors); L Colby, "I vemstment
Militants", Institutional I mestor, \pril 1999, 28.

1A F. 1agan, "How Not to Skin a Fat Cat", Sundq) TeleuTah, 18 July 1999, 21; S Patten and
j Ashworth, "UK 'Fat Cats' Look on in Envy at Their American Cousins", The Time. I 5,Jtly 2(100,
29. The fact that a substantial majority of LK fund managers oppose the DTI's 1999 proposals
lends credence to this vie\. See C Oldfield, Investors Want American-Stle Pay", Sunda, Time,
13 August 2000, Section 3, 1; N Cope, "Marconi Revives City Anger Over Boardroom Pay
Excesses", Independent,  2 I June 2001 21.

1r' Quoted in "Ktep 1o Purring", vujra n. 30. See also "Cheer Good Directors from the Rooftops",
supra n. 126; K Hamihon, "Fat-Cat Pay Battle Breaks Out Again", The Time, 21 February 1999
7 (setting out views expressed by fund managers).

'3'Plender, supra n. 31; City Editor, "Look Out, There's a M\lonster Coming to Your Annual
MIeeting", Teleugrh, 25 July 2000, 27. For ffirther background, see J Plender, "\hen \Viner
Takes All", Fmanal Tines, 13 August 1998, 18; J Plender, "Instant Gratillcation in ihe
Boardroom", Financial Times, 23June 20001, 23.

1-12 On the evidence, see DTI, Shareholder Communcations at the Annual General Meetitg (london, DTI,
19961, 30 31.
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are targeting companies with potentially problematic remuneration arrange-
ments, such as firms that pay well despite lacklustre financial results. In addition,
it is unknown whether voting patterns vary depending on the nature of the pro-
posal that has been made.

In terms of companies seeking approval for executive pay policies at AGMs, it
is widely acknowledged that this occurs only rarely. 1' 3 Moreover, the available
evidence indicates that when this does occur, levels of opposition and abstention
are typically very low. 1' However, not much more is known. The DTI, in its 1999
consultation paper, speculated that the lack of dissent meant that the companies
with contentious policies were not the ones allowing shareholders to vote.13,

Events occurring at Vodafone in 2000 and 2001 cast doubt, however, on this
hypothesis. As mentioned, in both years the company announced controversial
remuneration arrangements for its CEO.1

313 Each time, the board of directors vol-
untarily put an executive pay resolution before the AGM, and a substantial frac-
tion of the votes cast were either intentional abstentions or "no" votes (nearly 30%
in 2000 and 40% in 2001).' 3

1

Turning to share options and LTIPs that require approval under the Listing
Rules, there has been some research carried out on voting patterns. Pensions
Investment Research Consultants (PIRC), a firm that provides advice to pension
funds, has found that the level of support exceeds 90% for both share options and
LTIPs.' 3" This implies that shareholders are content to adopt such incentive
schemes without subjecting them to critical analysis. Such an inference should not,
however, be drawn too hastily. The PIRC data indicates that "oppose" votes and
abstentions are considerably higher for share option and LTIP resolutions than
they are for other issues.'139 Moreover, investor dissatisfaction with undemanding
performance conditions in an executive share option plan proposed by Cable &
Wireless, a large telecommunications company, was sufficient to elicit a 29% "no"
vote at the company's 2001 AGM."' Perhaps, then, executive pay issues do
receive some special scrutiny from shareholders.

A helpful way to ascertain how seriously investors approach votes on share
options and LTIPs would be to determine whether specific features of these
schemes affect the level of support the various resolutions receive. Unfortunately,

'33 See supra n. I I I and ac(oipanying text; Target, su11a. 25; Targett, supa n. 31.
131 DTI, .sura n. 3, 34 5.

135 Ibid., 35.
136 Suj)ra nn1. 32 3 and accompanying text.

On 2000, see D Backwe1, "Vodalone's Cage Raitted a( AGM", Financial Tunes, 28.July 2000, 22;
S Calian, "Vodafhie Shareholders Protest Lxecutive's Hefty Cash Bonus", W all Sh-eet joun al,
28July 2000, A 13. On 200 I, see Calian, supra n. 31; D Whiue, "Vodalone Bows to Shareholder
Revolt", Telegrah, 26July 2001, 33.
See Pensions & Investment Research Consuhans, supa n. 4, 43 4; DTI, supra n. 3, 34.

iN See Pensions & Investment Research Consultants, .upra in. 4,12 4.
'"0 D White, "Relaxed Wallace Rides Revoh on Pay", Telegraph, 21 Jtly 200 1, 27; "Common Sense

Needed on Options", Sunda) Bu.mseu, 22July 2061, 17.
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however, such data have apparently not been compiled. Instead, as with other
aspects of shareholder participation in the setting of executive pay, the available
evidence does not provide much guidance on how investors use their existing pow-
ers. This, correspondingly, makes it difficult to predict the impact of possible
reform.

G. LEARNING FROM ABROAD: WHY EVIDENCE FROM THE UNITED STATES IS

POTENTIALLY INSTRUCTIVE

Since the data from Britain is fragmentary, examining evidence from the United
States potentially can provide helpful guidance on whether it would be worthwhile
for UK policy makers to give shareholders greater influence over managerial
remuneration. As we will see, due allowance should be made for potentially rele-
vant differences between the two countries. "' However, the similarities are strong
enough to suggest that comparative analysis will be valuable.

An important common starting point is a shared legal heritage encompassing
the common law and principles of equity.1" 2 In addition, both countries have a
"shareholder economy" where private enterprise is about maximising profits for
those who invest and shareholders occupy the central position with respect to com-
panies.1  3 Moreover, in contrast with other major industrial countries, the United
States and the United Kingdom share an "outsider/arm's-length" system of own-
ership and control."' The "outsider" typology is used to describe the situation
that exists because most big firms do not have "core" shareholders who own
enough equity to exercise "inside" influence.1 1 Instead, share ownership is

111 See, e.g. infra n. 212 1 and 256 and accompanying text.

142 DA Del\olt, "The Figure in the Landscape: A Comparactie Sketch of Diirctors' Sell'-Ieirested

Transactions" (1999 3 Compa), Financial and Insolveut/ Law Review 190, 191.
I41 F Bolkestcin, "The High Road that Leads Out o" the Low Countrics", Econonmkt, 22 May 1999,

115; LA Cunnhngham, "Commonalties and prescriptions in the Vertical Dimnsion of Global

Corporate Govername" (1999) 84 Cornel Lai Reciew. 1133, 1136 9. Others have used some\\hat
different terminology to make tie same point. See, e.g. L Bergiof, "Reforming Corporate

Governane: Redirecting the European Agenda" (1997) 24 Economic Poli 93, 105 6 ("conpany

based system"); M Braley et al, "The Purposes and Accountabity of the Corporation in

Contemporary Socicy: Corporate Governance at a Crossroads" (1999) 62 Lau and Contemporanr
Problem. 9, 37 8, 48 ("contractarian"

144 BR Chellins, (Cirent Trends in Coip(orate Governance: Going Fron London to Milan via

Toronto" (1999) 10 Dukejournal of Comparati( and Intonational Lau 5, 7, 11 13, 31; L Berglit, "A
Note on the Typology ol Financial Systens" in KJ Hopt and E Wyneersch (eds), Comparate

Corporate Goventace: ELsa)s and Aaterials (Berlin, \alter de Gruyter, 1997), 152. On why tile ate-
goirisation might matter in the context of'execui\v pay, see SJ Stabile, "My Executive Makes More
than Your Executive: Rationalizing Lxecutive Pay in a Global Lconony" (2001) 17 '1eu I ik
I ,tematio(al La Review 63, 83 4.

SOil the impact that (ontrolling shareholers have on the tuse of shareholder proposals, see BR
Chellins, "MVicaud c,\tional Bank of Canada and Canadian Corporate Governance: A '\itory' lr

Shareholder Rights?" (1998) 30 Caadian Bu, tsinTu Laojourina120, 58 60.
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typically dispersed among a large number of institutional and individual investors
rather than being concentrated in the hands of family owners, banks or affiliated
firms. The term "arm's-length" signifies that investors in the United States and the
United Kingdom are rarely poised to intervene and take a hand in running a busi-
ness. Instead, they tend to maintain their distance and give executives a free hand
to manage.

Another important similarity between the United States and the United
Kingdom is that executive pay is set in much the same way. Again, in British com-
panies the board of directors is typically vested with authority to appoint execu-
tives and set their remuneration. 141 By virtue of a combination of provisions in
corporate legislation, case law principles and the by-laws of individual corpora-
tions, the situation is the same in the United States. 14 Moreover, as is the case in
Britain, the prevailing orthodoxy is that directors of a publicly quoted company
should delegate decisions concerning executive pay to a remuneration or "com-
pensation" committee made up of outside directors."18 The vast majority of
America's publicly listed corporations in fact conform with this prescription."11
Just as in Britain, however, fears exist that remuneration committees do not
approach their assigned task with sufficient detachment.15°

One additional commonality is the presence of controversy concerning execu-
tive pay. As mentioned, the topic has been widely debated in the United Kingdom
in recent years.1'

i In the United States, interest in executive compensation grew
considerably during the early 1990s when a wave of corporate "downsizings" left
managers who were enjoying significant increases in pay vulnerable to criti-
cism. 15

2 One by-product of the controversy was that the federal Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) toughened up regulations governing disclosure of
managerial remuneration considerably. 15 In addition, in 1993 President Clinton
fulfilled a campaign pledge to halt "excessive executive pay" by spurring changes
to the Internal Revenue Code which meant that a corporation that paid an exec-
utive more than $1 million annually could treat the expenditure as deductible for
tax purposes only if the additional amount was paid pursuant to a "performance-
based plan". 1 4

146 See supra n. 3 and accompanying text.
1 TP Bjur and D Jense, Flctcher j),clpedia of the Law of Fii, atc (opoiatioa. (Deerfield, Ill, Clark,

Boai drnan Callaghan, 1995), vol. 5, §§2120, 2126, 2127.
118 American Law Institute, Prnciples of Corporate Govrnance: Anal) i and Recommend(tions St Paul, ALl

Publishers, 1994), §3A.05(a), §3A.05, Comflen t, a, c.
11I bid., §3A.05, Reporter's N 1.

See, e.g. N[J Loewenstein, "The Conundrum o Executtive Conpensaion" (2000) 35 Wake Forest
Lac Revieu 1, 14 18 (casting doubt, however, on the concerns that exist'. Oi the United Kingdom,
see supa nn.62 6 and accompanying text.

1.1 See tiupa nn. 7 and 28 and accompanying text.
2 dI Stelzer, "Are CEOs Overpaid?" Public Interest, Winler 1997, 26, 26 7.

1./ KJ Mlurphy, "Politics, Economics, and Executive Compensation" (1995) 63 Universi t of Cincinnati
Law Review 713, 714, 729.

1.1 Ibid., 714, 738. See 26 USC §162(m(4)(C) (1998).
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Throughout the remainder of the 1990s the American economy enjoyed the
longest continuous expansion in its history, and many people were too optimistic
about their personal economic future to be very concerned about executives get-
ting rich.1- ' However, the issue did receive attention in academic circles, and
executive compensation stories were a media favourite.' 1 Moreover, with the
United States beginning to experience an economic slowdown in 2001, manager-
ial remuneration may be assessed more critically over the next few years. There is
already some evidence that union pension funds and other shareholders are rely-
ing on the changing conditions to argue that executive pay arrangements are

unduly lavish.'

H. POWERS WHICH US SHAREHOLDERS HAVE OVER EXECUTIVE PAY

Given the similarities between the United States and the United Kingdom, the
manner in which American shareholders (or "stockholders") have voted on exec-
utive pay issues may hel ) to reveal how British investors would use additional pow-
ers in this area. The first point to consider as part of an appraisal of the American
evidence is the extent to which shareholders in the United States have a direct say
on remuneration issues. Since America's corporate boards are vested with the
authority to appoint managers and make the consequent contractual arrange-
ments, those owning equity do not participate in the setting of executive pay in the
ordinary course of events.l. 8 Nevertheless, as is the case in the United Kingdom,
there are situations where those owning equity in publicly quoted corporations do
vote on aspects of managerial remuneration.

An important situation in which US stockholders get a direct say is where a cor-
poration is awarding share options (commonly referred to as stock options). 19 To
start, state corporation laws may require shareholder approval of stock option
plans, with the New York Business Corporation Law constituting a significant
example. "'o On the other hand, the many states that follow the guidance provided
by the Model Business Corporations Act on corporate legislation do not impose

1 D 1eonhardi, "Executi\e Pay Drops Olr the Political Radar", ,Ework Times, 16 April 2000, Week
in Review, 5.

151 Stabile, supa n. 62, 153 5.

1) A Hill, "How Executives lay Avoid Worst Effects of Downturn", Financial Timse (Asia), 16 Mlarch
2001, 14; E Wine, "Union Funds Turn Up the Heal Over Executive Pay", Financial Times (Asia),
23 March 2001, 29.
See supra n. 147 and accompanying text On the possibility that stattltory mfea stu res can require

shareholders to vote on the salaries of (ertahn executives, see Bjur andtJensen, p'!-a n. 1417, §§2020,

2024.
1 lor an overview of the law, see Thomas and Mlartin, sujra n. 68, 16 51; RH \agner and ( G

Wagner, "Recent Dcvclopnents in Executive, Director, and Employee Stock Compensation
Plans: New Concerns for Corporate Directors" (1997) 3 Staifrdjounal ofJLaw, Bu.ine.u and Finance
5,l 15.

111 §505(1). See firther W\\agner and Wagner, ufia n. 159, 13.
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such a requirement."" The position is the same under the Delaware General
Corporation Law, which governs the affairs of many of America's largest corpo-
rations. 132

American tax laws create a second reason to put stock option plans to a vote by
stockholders since certain shareholder-approved schemes yield tax benefits to cor-
porations. 1133 Consider, for instance, the provision in the IRC that allows compa-
nies to deduct annual executive compensation in excess of $1 million."", As
mentioned, to qualify for the deduction, the remuneration has to be awarded
under a "performance-based plan". According to the IRC's definition, a plan can
be "performance-based" only if the shareholders ratify the scheme. 113-, Hence, if a
corporation wants to avail itself of the deduction when it introduces a stock option
scheme, those owning equity must be given a say.

For companies that have their equity traded on a major US stock exchange,
stock exchange rules provide a third reason to submit stock option plans to a share-
holder vote. The New York Stock Exchange, the NASDAQStock Market and the
American Stock Exchange all have listing rules which, subject to some exceptions,
oblige listed companies to obtain shareholder approval before introducing a stock
option plan. 11 6 Indeed, the New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ are con-
templating changing their listing rules to address a loophole which allows compa-
nies to bypass the shareholder approval process where plans include a substantial
number of employee participants as well as corporate executives.1 137

Even where there is no need to obtain shareholder approval for a stock option
plan, US corporations may still seek such authorisation so that the board of direc-
tors gains protection from shareholder litigation. In both the United States and the
United Kingdom, executive remuneration can potentially be challenged in the
courts oii the basis that pay has been determined in a manner constituting a
breach of the duties of care, loyalty and good faith owed to a company by its direc-
tors. In the United Kingdom, this course of action has only rarely been pursued. 1138

1(1 Ibid.
112 Ibid.; on the signiicance ol'th Dela.are legislation, see ( hellins, supra n. 5, 424.
1t) See \\agner and Wagner, supra n. 159, 14 15. In the United Kingdom, eertaii share option

schemes receive lax ouied lax treatment but Iertli nance onditicimons are not a prerequisite. See
D Tankel and A Udale, "xecutive Share Options: Choosing Performance Conditions", Practical
La. frr Conpanie,3 November 1993, 17, 20.

it)1 Se tpra n. 154 and accompanying text.
115 26 USC § I 62(m)(4)(C)(ii) (1998). See also Wagner and Wagner, supra 1. 159, 14.
166 Ibid., 12 13.
3 .J Labate, "SEC Closer to Proposing Tougher Stock Option Rules", Fia l Tie3, 13 December

2000, 13. For backgrountd on this type of exception, see Thomas a1d11 Martin, .ufa n. 68, 48 9.
18 Diie-ctors' duy targuments w,\ere alanced but \ ereItiisti(cessi'tul in a series ol'cases stemming Iroin

th sane taets. See Smithv Coft 119861 1 \R 580; Snith v(troft (No. 2) 11988 1 ClI 1114;, Smithv
Croft (No. 3) [1987] BCLC 355. Shareholders in the United Kingdom (an, hoxwever, potentially
challenge executive pay arrangements on the grounds that the relevant transactions are ultr vi
or constitute tlnlairly prejudicial (onduc under Companies Act 1985, s. 459. See Chellins, sula
n. 5, 666.
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Oi the other hand, in the United States derivative litigation has been used in
numerous instances to challenge directors' decisions about executive pay. 1

1311

These suits are more frequently successful at closely held corporations, but even in
publicly quoted firms they provide something of a check on managerial remuner-
ation. 170

For corporate decision-makers in the United States, the fact that executive pay
litigation is a realistic possibility provides them with an incentive to turn to the
shareholders. For example, if a board of directors which approves a stock option
plan is comprised largely of individuals who also serve as executives, the board will
typically bear the burden of proof to justify the fairness of the arrangement in the
event that there is a legal challenge. 171 If boards in this position get the share-
holders to ratify their conduct, the directors will typically be protected against
claims for breaches of the duties of care and loyalty. 172

As is the case in the United Kingdom, shareholders in the United States have
scope to put executive pay on the agenda in circumstances where they might not

otherwise have a say. Rule 14a 8, implemented pursuant to section 14(a) of the
Securities Exchange Act 1934,173 sets out the framework which governs the sub-
mission of proposals by US corporations that have distributed their shares to the
public.174 Under this rule, as with section 376 of the UK Companies Act 1985, a
shareholder can deliver a resolution to a corporation and request that manage-
ment circulate the proposal to other ivestors. Carrying out this exercise ensures
that the resolution can be put to a vote at a subsequent meeting of the share-
holders.17.,

Management, when confronted with a Rule 14a 8 proposal, can decline to
circulate it on the grounds that the proponent has breached prescribed eligibility

169 See RS Thomas and KJ Martin, "Litigating Challenges to Executive Compensation: Al Lxercise
in Ftuility?" (2001) 79 L,shington Cmersi Law Qarte) lorth(oming).

171 Ibid. (finding that the plaintiffs' suc(ess rate in pursuing at least sonic portion of executive coml-

pensation cases at (lose cor1)orations was approximately 50%, while at public CO(rrorations this
dropped to roughly 30').

171 See EJ Wint erg, "Underwater Stock Options: What's a Board ol'Directors to Do?" (1988) 38
Americtan Unci esty Laze Review 75, 85 6. Where the board is disinterested in the transaction, and sat-
isfies its other liduciary duties, a princ iple know\n as the business judgmen t rule will normally pro-
tect a decision to approve a stock option plan from being second guessed Iby the courts. lor

background on the business judgment rule and the protection it olters to dir ectors, see.D Cox et
al, Coi)oratina (Gaithersburg, New York, Aspen, 1998), § 10.2, 15.7.

1L7 V
o
ge1steim 699 A 2d 327 (Del Ch, 1997). To be precise, the burden ofpirool'will shift to ihe

plaintiffto show that the actioms of the board constitute waste and thus should not be protected by
t1e btusiness judgmnent rule.

173 15 lUSC §78n.
174 17 CFR (Code of'Federal Regulations) §240.14a 8. On which C(orpoiations are governed by led-

eral securities regulation, see RC Clark, Coiporate Lau (Boston, Little, Brown, 1986), 366, n. 1. For
turther backgi ound on Rule 14a 8, see RS Thomas and CT Dixon, Aranow and Einhoat Proxy
Contetsfr Cot)orate Control (New York, Aspen, 3rd edn, 1998 , §§16.01 16.05.

75Rule I 14a 8, unlike Companies Act 1985, s. 376, permiis shareholders to make shareholder
proposals at LGs as well as AGls (Rule 14a 8(a), introductor paragraph
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criteria, procedural conditions or substantive content restrictions. 176 When a cor-
poration follows this course, typically it will advise the federal SEC and provide
legal authority to try to demonstrate that exclusion is justified. 177 If staff at the SEC
agree with the position taken, they will issue a "no-action" letter advising that they
will refrain from recommending that the Commission take proceedings if the pro-
posal is excluded. 178 The practical effect of such a letter most often is to preclude
circulation of, and voting upon, the proposed resolution. However, the proponent
retains the option of filing a suit in federal court seeking to force management to
reverse its position.17

Among the various substantive grounds upon which a corporation can refuse to
circulate a resolution 1 ' an important category encompasses proposals that per-
tain to the ordinary business operations of the corporation. 18 ' The primary pur-
pose of the "ordinary business" exception is to preclude investors from meddling
in day-to-day operating issues, thereby preserving management's prerogative to
make decisions respecting a corporation's profit-making activities. 182 Prior to
1992, US companies could successfully oppose a Rule 14a 8 proposal concerning
executive compensation on the grounds that it raised matters of "ordinary busi-
ness". According to the SEC, compensation questions fell within the exclusive
province of the board and could therefore not be challenged by shareholders. '8 3

In 1992, the SEC reversed its interpretation of executive pay and ruled that the
ordinary business exception did not preclude the submission of shareholder pro-
posals dealing with the topic."8 4 In doing so, the SEC noted that executive com-
pensation issues had become the focus of widespread public debate and thus were
no longer in the realm of ordinary business matters. It therefore concluded that
shareholders were entitled to raise such matters under Rule 14a 8, assuming that
the resolution in question did not seek to dictate how the board must proceed and
was instead only "precatory" (i.e. advisory) in nature. 18.,

176 Thomas and Dixon, supra n. 174, §§ 16.0 1 05.

177 Ibid.
17," These letters are usually quite short and provide only minimal guidance on li SEC's reasons Io6r

permitting exclusion.
179 See, e.g. Roosevelt t El duPont de \emour & Co 958 F 2d 416 (DC Cir, 1992) (concluding that a

private cause of action exists to enforce Rule 1Ia 8).
" 30 For example, a co0tora(ion can reltisc to distribute a resolution which is not significandty rclatcd

to the company's business (Rule 14a 8(i(5)), which relates to election to an office (Rule 11a 8(i)(8)
or which deals xwith an issue that is not a proper subject 1or action by shareholders under the state
laws under which the corporation is incorporated (Rule l4a 8 (i(1))
Rule 14a 8(i)(7), 'ormnerly Rule 14a 8(c)(7).

182 Se Thonas and Dixon, .sura n. 174, § 16.04 1 GI; RS Thomas and K Martin, "Should Labor Be
\llow,\ed To M\ake Shareholder Proposals?" I 998) 73 IWashlhgton Lau Reiew 41, 59.

l KW \\aite, "The Ordinary Businecs Exeption to the Shareholder Proposal Rule: A Return to
Pirditability" (1995) 64 Ford/am L Lw Reiew 1 253, 1268 70.

181 JE Heard, "'c utie Compensation: Prpective of the Institutional Investor" (1995) 63 Uniz, est
of C ,mat Law Re ie 749, 754 5.

18 See Thomas and Mlartin, u )ra n. 182, 76.
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The manner in which the SEC recast the "ordinary business" exception has
served to align, in an important way, America's shareholder proposal regime with
its UK counterpart. While those running a US publicly traded corporation can
refuse a request to circulate a resolution on various substantive grounds specified
in Rule 14a 8, those managing a UK company rarely have this option. Section
37 7(3) of the Companies Act 1985 does say that a company is not bound to circu-
late a statement if the rights in question "are being abused to secure needless pub-
licity for defamatory matter". Otherwise, however, a resolution must go forward,
assuming that those making the request satisfy the numerical criteria and timing
requirements we have considered.1 " Since the SEC now takes the view that
resolutions dealing with managerial remuneration do not constitute "ordinary
business", the scope which US corporations have to refuse to circulate an execu-
tive pay resolution on substantive grounds is not much greater than that available
to their British counterparts. 8

I. THE US EXPERIENCE WITH SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS

As mentioned, in the United Kingdom the fact that available evidence does not
provide much guidance on how investors use their powers over the setting of man-
agerial remuneration makes it difficult to evaluate proposals for reform.188

Examining the experience in the United States provides a way to address this evi-
dentary gap. Let us start by considering shareholder proposals. Again, in the
United Kingdom, shareholders rarely seek to raise executive pay issues by asking
management to circulate resolutions. 189 In contrast, each year, shareholders in the
United States rely on Rule 14a 8 to submit a substantial number of proposals
annually, and executive pay is a common topic. "'

Legal rules perhaps explain why shareholder resolutions dealing with manage-
rial remuneration are less common in the United Kingdom than they are in the

On the procedural requirements, see su/ra nn. 76, 79 80 and 114 and accompanying text

17 Note, however, that corporations do retain some scope for excluding executive pay proposals on

stbstantive grounds under Rule 14a 8. See, e.g. 1\lJ Connell, "Shareholder Proposals", Prpation
of Annual Dicloure Documentv 2001, issued as part of the Corporate Law and Practice Course
Handbook Series prepared by the Practising Law Institte (available on Westlawv database), 47 L
185 (discussing a compensation proposal excluded under Rule Iha 8(i)(' on the grounds that the
proponent was seeking to redress a personal grievance).

188 Se supra text following i. 132.
'9 See supra nn. I I I and 133 and accompanying text.
0 During the "proxy season" in 2000, stockhoters in 1,000 of America's leading publicly quoted

corporations filed 578 corporate governane proposals, 83 of'which dealt with executive pay issues
(source: interview with Drew Hambly, senior research analyst at the ivestor Responsibility
Researh (Icentr. See alsoJ Scott, "Buzz Like a Gadfly, Sting Like a Flea", PaiDealer(Jleveland
7 December 2000, 1C (confirming that investors file about 500 corporate governance proposals a
year); G Morgenson, "Holding Executives Answverable to Ow\ners, 'etw Iork Tne, 29 April 200 1
Section 3, 1 (indicatrng that the number of proposals dealing with executne pay is rising,.
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United States. For instance, a recommendation made by the DTI in its 1999 con-
sultation paper on executive pay implies that timing requirements deter proposals
on remuneration. As we have seen, the DTI advocated relaxing, specifically for
remuneration issues, the current statutory requirement that a shareholder submit
a proposal at least six weeks before a company's AGM.191 The DTI justified its
recommendation on the grounds that the change would serve to improve account-
ability to shareholders. 

192

While the DTI specifically flagged the timing issue as being important, it is in
fact unlikely that the notice requirements in the Companies Act 1985 account for
the comparatively low number of shareholder proposals in Britain. This is because
the UK's six-week rule is already much less stringent than the equivalent deadline
under Rule 14a 8. 1 3 It follows that if Parliament implements the change pro-
posed by the DTI, this will probably not do much to bridge the shareholder pro-
posal "gap" that currently exists between the United States and United Kingdom.

Rules governing cost constitute another possible explanation for the compara-
tive unpopularity of shareholder resolutions in the United Kingdom. On this
count, in contrast with timing, the US regime is more liberal than its British coun-
terpart. As noted above, a UK company can oblige those making a request under
section 376 of the Companies Act 1985 to tender a sum which is reasonably suffi-
cient to pay the costs of the circulation of the resolution and any accompanying
statement.194 In contrast, once a proponent has established compliance with the
procedural and substantive requirements of Rule 14a 8, the American system
places the cost of printing and distributing the proposal on the company.19"'

Following on from work carried out by the DTI in a 1996 consultation paper, the
Company Law Review Steering Group has recommended that the law should be
amended to require companies to circulate section 376 resolutions at their own
expense.1"'( If cost considerations in fact account for the comparative unpopularity
of shareholder proposals in Britain, such a change might cause more investors to sub-
mit resolutions dealing with executive pay. It is unclear, however, whether expense
in fact is a major deterrent in the United Kingdom. This is because most companies
are already prepared to circulate a shareholder proposal free of charge, assuming
that sufficient notice has been provided to allow the resolution to be included with

See supra n. 1 15 and accoipanying tCxt.
192 DTI, sufva n. 3, 38.

In tih United States when a shareholder is submitting a proposal to be voted on at an annual meet-
ing, the relevant documentation typically must be filed not less than 120 (lays before management
solicits proxies Io1 that event (Rule 14a 8(c)(2)). Wih other meetings, a "reasonable time" is suffi-
cient (Rule lia 8(e)(3)).

'4 Section 377(l).

l% Rule lda 8(a), introtductory paragraph.
196 See Company laaw Review~ Steering Group, supra n. 5 1, para. 7.12; DTI, supma n. 132, 9; Company

Law Revie w Steering Group, Aodern (ompaq Law for a ComjetitieEconorg): Comf)aia, General3IfeetlWg
and Shareholder CommuniCation (London, DTI, 1999), para. 49.

19 DTI, su)ra n. 132, 9.
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documentation that must be distributed to shareholders prior to AGMs. ""
While rules governing timing and cost probably do not account for the low

number of shareholder proposals in the United Kingdom, minimum ownership
thresholds may well be a culprit. Again, an individual shareholder or small group
of investors must own 5% or more of the voting rights of a company in order to
rely on section 376 of the Companies Act 1985.i8" The American system is con-
siderably more liberal since a shareholder needs to hold only $2,000 in market
value, or l1%, of a corporation's securities in order to make a proposal under Rule
14a 8."i9

The experience in the United States suggests that this difference is of consider-
able importance in the context of executive pay. While American shareholders
submit a substantial number of proposals dealing with the topic, institutional
investors have not taken a leading role. Instead, to the extent that they have sought
to influence executive compensation policies in the corporations in which they
own equity, they have generally opted not to resort to shareholder proposals as
part of their efforts.211  Individual shareholders, on the other hand, have proved
keen to step forward, making proposals ranging from linking executive pay to a
company's stock price to restricting company pay to a low multiple of employee
salaries.

2 9 1

While in the United States individual shareholders have made numerous pro-
posals dealing with executive pay, the ownership threshold requirements in section
376 of the Companies Act 1985 essentially foreclose input from their UK coun-
terparts. This is because, as we have seen, the 5% rule effectively restricts use of
this provision to a handful of institutional investors. 2 2 It follows that if those
responsible for reforming UK company law want shareholders to circulate more
proposals concerning executive pay, they should relax the ownership threshold in
section 376.20o3 Change of this type, however, is apparently not currently on the
agenda.29 4 Unless there is a reversal on this count, the US experience suggests that
shareholder proposals dealing with executive pay are not going to be common in
Britain in the foreseeable future.

If the foregoing analysis is too pessimistic, and legal reform does foster increased

198 See sufa n. a0 aid accompanying text.
9 Rule 14a I(l)(1).
20 See Heard, .u/fra n. 181, 761. According to this author, institutions have preferred to use share-

holder proposals lor "structural questions, stich as recommending the establishment ol board-clevel
compensation committees consisting entirely of itldependent outside d'rectors". T''is observation
is consistent with the data concerning the sponsors ol sharcholder rcsoltitions. See Thomas and
Martin, upra n. 182, 75, table 2.

2 o Heard, suva n. 184, 76 1.
202 See supa n. 83 and accompanying text.
201 Some have indeed argued that relaxation ol'the law\ along US lines would be a posive step. See

G Proctor and L Miles, "Neither Use Nor Ornament: Do \\e Really Need Annual General
Meetings?", Amcus Curiae, February 2000, 21, 22 4.

201 Seesuf/a n. 113 and accompanying text.
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use of shareholder proposals in Britain, would this make much difference in
practice? Developments in the United States suggest that the answer is a qualified
"no". The primary reason why major change should not be expected in the

United Kingdom is the American voting pattern: shareholder proposals relating
to executive pay do not garner majority support at the ballot box. 2 '' This lack of
success is consistent with a more general pattern since few shareholder proposals
are endorsed in this fashion. According to 1994 data, on average, 21.5% of share-
holder votes were cast in favour of shareholder proposals. 20" This figure conceals
some wide variations however. Proposals recommending that takeover defences
be dismantled received the highest average percentage of favourable votes
(53.7%).21 In contrast, resolutions dealing with executive pay received relatively
low average percentages of favourable votes (12.8%). 208

With respect to executive pay proposals, the experience in 1994 was not an iso-

lated one. According to the only detailed empirical study of voting on such reso-
lutions, which covered the years between 1993 and 1997, the average percentage
of votes cast in favour was 11. 3 %. 2

09 The pattern has apparently changed little in
the past few years. 2 1° Various factors probably contribute to the low "yes" vote
totals on executive compensation proposals. For instance, shareholders may find
the issues involved to be too technical and complex to justify detailed analysis on
a case-by-case basis. In addition, there may be a lack of consensus among investors
over what the proper criteria are for evaluating executive compensation plans. 211

While shareholder resolutions dealing with executive pay do not receive sub-
stantial backing from US investors, the effectiveness of this form of shareholder
activism should not be dismissed out of hand. The empirical study covering the
period 1993 97 found, for example, that proposals are not simply made on a ran-
dom basis. Instead, the proponents target companies that pay executives more
than competitors in the same industry and underperform in comparison with key
stock market benchmarks. 2 12 This suggests that the shareholders who step forward
and make proposals are seeking to remedy specific abuses rather than engage in a
haphazard campaign against corporate executives. 213

2
U) RS Thloias and KJ Mlartin, "The Effect of Shareholder Proposals on Executive Compensation"

(1999) 67 ofers f Cmmati La, R,,iww, 1021, 1061 (taking inko accotuni proposals madc oin

1993 97).
206 See Thomas and Martin, sapra n. 182, 67, 76, table 3.

210 Ibid. Such proposals are characterised in the study as "external corporate governance issues". On

this terminology, see ibid., 65; .JNM Karpolr et al, "Coq)orate Governance and Shareholder
Initiatives" (1996' 12 jout al ofFinancial Economics 365, 371.

20V' Thomas and Martin, su/ra n. 182, 68, 76, able 3.
2119 Thomas and Martin, upia n. 205, 1060 6 1.
210 J loVoi and K Eppler, "Coporate Govername", in Preparation ofAnnualDiclosure Douiet., supra

n. 187, 121, 126; PS McGurn (ISS Monitor), "Attacks on Executive Pay Meet Mixed Response",
Corporate G;o ema ,,eAdor, Sepl/Oct 2)00, 25.

h11 Thomas and Martin, up a n. 182, 76.
212 Thomas and Martin, supm n. 205, 1I62 4.
2 1I Ibid., 1069.
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For those who believe that shareholder proposals can function as a beneficial
remedial device in the executive pay area, another aspect of the empirical analy-
sis covering the 1993 97 period is encouraging. As noted previously, resolutions
dealing with the topic do not receive enough votes for passage. 24 Nevertheless,
according to the study, when such proposals are made they can have an impact on
board decisions. In particular, in the two years after receiving a shareholder pro-
posal, executive pay rose more slowly in a typical target company than it did in
other firms in the same industry. 21 

) This Pattern was more pronounced when pro-
posals received substantial support than when the level of support was low. 2 16

However, while the statistical evidence indicates that the shareholder proposal

does have some impact on the setting of executive pay in the United States, the
authors of the above-mentioned empirical study concluded that Rule 14a 8 does
not provide a strong means for influencing executive compensation. 2' 1 Instead, in
light of the statistics available and conversations with corporate directors, they

conceded that shareholder proposals are only one of a variety of factors that remu-
neration committees take into account. Proposals that drew a relatively high level
of support admittedly could have a significant impact because they were viewed as
a significant expression of shareholder discontent. On the other hand, even if the
signal offered by a shareholder proposal was a strong one, it could often be out-
weighed by other concerns (e.g. the need to retain key employees and executives).
From a British perspective, it follows that even if the law were reformed in a man-
ner that significantly increased the number of shareholder proposals, the setting of
executive pay would not be affected in a dramatic fashion.

J. VOTING ON STOCK OPTION PLANS IN THE UNITED STATES

Since shareholder proposals dealing with executive pay are not common in the
United Kingdom, and since few listed companies take up the invitation in the
Combined Code to consult investors on remuneration issues, 21 8 the primary situ-
ation where British shareholders vote on executive pay issues involves share option
schemes and LTIPs. Typically, such arrangements are approved by large majori-
ties, and there is insufficient data available to determine whether investors who
vote "no" do so in any sort of discerning fashion.2 19 Correspondingly, relying on
the British experience with share options and LTIPs to ascertain whether there
should be greater scope for shareholder voting on executive pay is necessarily a

211 See .ufa nn. 208 110 and accompanying text.

21, Thomas and Mar6n, supra n. 205, 1065 7.
216 Ibid., 1067 8.
217 Ibid., 1070.
218 On s. 376 resolutions dealing with executive pay, see snna in. 132 and accompanying text. On

annual votes, see supra nn. I I I and 133 and accompanying text.
219 See upra 11. 138 1-40 and ac companying text.
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speculative exercise. As we will see now, examining how shareholders vote on
stock option plans in the United States fills the evidentary gap to a certain extent
and does so in a manner that offers some encouragement for those who advocate
changing the law.

Traditionally, when shareholders in US companies have been called upon to
consider stock option plans, such schemes have been approved with almost no
opposition. 22 This is not particularly surprising, given that US investors have gen-
erally been favourably disposed towards such arrangements. 22' Empirical studies
indicate, for example, that the value of a corporation's shares typically rises after
the introduction of a stock option plan.22 2 Moreover, American institutional
investors have urged boards to award stock options so as to align the interests of
management more closely with those of shareholders. 223

Those investors who are favourably disposed towards stock options have reason
to be pleased with recent trends in the United States. According to data compiled
by Conyon and Murphy, two experts on executive pay, the percentage of large
publicly quoted corporations offering options to their CEOs grew from 82% in
1992 to 97 % in 1997. The rise was even more dramatic with small and medium-
sized public companies, with 55% having CEO option plans in 1992 and 96%
doing so in 1997.221 The result was that, by 1997, according to Conyon and
Murphy, share option grants comprised a larger percentage of overall CEO com-
pensation than base salaries (4 2 % vs 29%).225

While stock options now constitute a pivotal type of managerial remuneration
in the United States, it is possible to detect some signs of shareholder resistance to
their use. For instance, some institutional investors now have guidelines in place
stipulating that corporations should avoid replacing stock options that are "under-
water" (i.e. the stock market price is below the price at which the options can be
exercised) with new options of a lower "strike" price. 22" The dilution which out-
side shareholders can experience after options are exercised is also a serious con-
cern. Institutional investors frequently set out dilution limits to which corporations

220 Wagncr and Wagner, supra n. 159, 5, 10.
'21 p Franson, "Mimdhng the Store", Elecronic Busmne.u, June 2001, 62, 68.
22 R DeFusco eta!, "The EIiec of'Exectutive Stock Option Plans on Stockholders and Bondholders"

(199(0) 5Jouiral ofjFiance 617, 623 6; AG Mlorgan and A Poilsen, "Linkng Pay to Performance:
Compensation Proposals in the S&P 500" (1999), unpublished working paper, 17 2 I.

121 See, e.g. TL--CREI, "Policy Statement on Corporate Governance" (2000), stating that "sitock-
based compensation plans [are] a ci ical element of" compensation programs, and (an provide
the greatest opportunity for the creation of wealth for the managers whose efforts contribute to the
creation oi wealh or shareholders". See <hl://wx\\.iaa-rel'ig/libia/go\vernaicc/indcx.
html>, under the headig "live lFundamental Principles of Compensation Governance; 3. The
Role o" Stock".

'2,1 Conyon and Murtll), .upra n. 4, 1 618 50.
'2'5 Ibid., F646 7.
126 Heard, su)ra n. 18<1, 759; CaIPERS (California Public Emplo yees Retirement System', Domestic

Prn) Vothmg Guidefines, sections I.D, I1.4000 (available at <littp://xxww.calpeirs-governance.
org/princIliles/1(omtiesti(/vxoting/page)1 .asp>).
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are supposed to adhere, with the underlying object being to regulate the potential
transfer of wealth from outside investors to executives. 227

Unease with stock option plans has also begun to manifest itself in voting pat-
terns. By the mid- I990s, the trend had become evident. According to a paper pub-
lished in 1997:

"['w]here once there was an assumption that any plan presented by management and
directors for approval would receive no more than token 3% to 5% disapproval, the 1995
and 1996 proxy seasons saw significantly stronger shareholder resistance to these plans,
as votes against stock option plans in the range of 20 40% become more common-
place."

228

The only systematic empirical analysis of shareholder voting on American stock
option plans undertaken so far also highlights the growing unease with such
schemes. This study, which was conducted by the same authors who carried out
the empirical research on shareholder proposals discussed above, covered stock
option plans voted on at AGMs held in 1998. It revealed that less than 1 % of the
plans put forward were defeated. 22I On the other hand, the average level of share-
holder opposition was 19%, which is far from "token"..2 30

The empirical study of voting on stock option plans rexvealed not only that
shareholders are dissenting more often than they used to, but also that investors do
not exercise their franchise in a haphazard manner. Instead, they take into
account particular features of stock option plans when they vote.2 ' Dilution con-
stitutes a critical factor, with "no" xvotes in the study rising to almost 25% for
schemes with a substantial dilutixve effect. 23 This pattern is consistent with evi
dence indicating that, contrary to the norm with stock option plans, corporations
that introduce highly dilutive schemes suffer negative stock price reactions.2 1i

The empirical study of stock option plans indicates that certain other features in
those plans prompt aboxve-axverage opposition from shareholders. Explicit autho-
risations to "reprice" (i.e. lower the strike price) constitute one example. Others
include the simultaneous awarding of restricted stock (shares given to directors

227 Ibid. For Itrthr backg'otiund on dilution, see supra 11. 68 and acomnpanuying text.
281 W\agner and Wagner, ufia ti. 159, 10.
2,9 Thomas and Marin, supra n. 68, 58.
2311 Ibid., 58 9. By 2000, the average "no" vwte had risen to almiost 22%. See Morgeuson, ufia 11. 190.

Moreover, the percentage o" votes cast in lavotir was probably inflated because tinder stock
exchange rules brokers are permnitted to vote in favour of stock option plans when their (ieuts tail
to vote shares. Sec.JE Bethel and S1 Gillan, "Coip(orate Voing and the Proxy Process: Managerial
Control versus Shareholder Oversight" (2000, unpublished working paper, 57.

21' Thomas and M\arin supra n. 68, 32 3.
232 Ibid., 60. Dilution can be measured in a variety of ways. Two common measures of dilution are

total diitition and plan diittion. Total dilution is cactilated as all fuire shares reserved obr Iuture
grants of stock options plus the number of shares sub*ject to outstanding options divided by the total
number oI voting securities. Plan cliitition measures the amount of dilution created by the individ-
ual plan Inehig voted upon. See ibid., 59.

233See KJ Mairtin ani S Thomas, "Maikct Rcac(ion to Highly Diluti\c Stok Option Plans"(200 I),
unpublished working paper.
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subject to restrictions on sale) and the provision of low interest loans to executives
to facilitate the exercising of options. 231

The fact that in the United States shareholder voting on stock options varies
according to the features present should offer some encouragement to those in the
United Kingdom who want investors to have a greater say in the area of executive
pay. As we have seen, some have expressed fears that British investors would
meddle in an unhelpful way if proposals which the DTI has made to increase
shareholder power over managerial remuneration were implemented. 23-' The
American experience with stock option plans suggests that these fears are
unfounded.

For instance, investors in the United States clearly do not exercise their powers
in a highly disruptive fashion. Even though share option plans can be extremely
lucrative a majority of America's 200 largest corporations now annually grant
their CEOs stock options valued at more than $10 million23'"- shareholders
approve the vast majority of those schemes upon which they vote. At the same
time, however, since American investors apparently take into account the features
of a stock option plan when deciding how to cast their ballot, they seem capable
of exercising the powers they have in a discriminating fashion. The point can, in
fact, be made more forcefully. Since those owning stock vote in a discerning man-
ner on executive pay issues, directors who want to ensure that shareholder con-
cerns are being properly addressed will logically take into account features that are
likely to provoke strong opposition.2 31

K. PUTTING THE US EXPERIENCE INTO PERSPECTIVE

While stock option voting patterns in the United States offer some encouragement
for those who argue that shareholders should have a greater say over executive
pay, overall the American experience does not provide an endorsement for major
reform. The authors who carried out the empirical studies of shareholder voting
on stock options and on Rule 14a 8 proposals dealing with executive pay have
observed that shareholder monitoring is only suitable for addressing occasional
problems with executive pay practices. 238 They do believe that shareholder mon-
itoring of compensation may be able to function as a potential check when
arrangements deviate far from the norm. However, these experts reason that

'3" Thomas and Marti, upia n. 68, 33, 63 8.There is also an increase in the level of negative votes

when plans contain "evergreien I eatures that allo\ boards to grant a ertain po'i on ol'outstand-
ing shares each year as options. See ibid., 62 3. Note that under UK company law, the loans which

US corporations make to executives to lacilitate the exercising ol'options would be prohibited. See
Companies Act 1985, s. 330.

235 See supm n. 124 and accompanying text.
2 36 Thomas and Martin, supra n. 68, 35 (discussing data tram 1998).
237 Ibid., 74.

'23 Thomas and Martin, supra n. 205, 107 1.
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ascertaining how much corporate employees should be paid will typically consti-
tute an exercise of business judgment best left to those with the responsibility for,
and expertise in, making business decisions. Injecting shareholders too directly
into this process, they submit, would foster the risk of undesirable micromanaging
by investors. On this count, their views accord with those held by most US share-
holders.

2 ,9

As well as questioning whether close shareholder monitoring of executive pay is
feasible, the authors of the above-mentioned empirical studies have echoed con-
cerns expressed in Britain that giving investors significant additional powers will
fail to address in a fundamental way problems alleged by critics of executive
pay.24 One stumbling block, according to these experts, is that investors may not
be able to reach consensus on what reforms might be appropriate. Another diffi-
culty they cite is that shareholders are unlikely to have sufficient information or
expertise to identify problems in individual executive pay packages. Moreover,
implicitly drawing attention to the "rational apathy" that afflicts those owning
small holdings in public companies,24 1 the authors suggest that investors who
become aware of serious problems might not be able to mobilise concerted oppo-
sition to objectionable arrangements. Finally, the authors note that even when
shareholders prove capable of voicing dissatisfaction on a co-ordinated basis, it
cannot be taken for granted that the directors who make executive pay decisions
will listen to the complaints.

It is important to put in context the doubts expressed by these authors. Their
empirical analysis of shareholder proposals and stock options offers a guardedly
optimistic appraisal of shareholder voting on executive pay since the evidence
indicates that investors exercise their rights in a targeted fashion. Nevertheless, the
authors have considerable doubts about the contribution which shareholders can
realistically make with respect to managerial remuneration. It follows that those in
Britain who have argued that it will be largely futile to give shareholders a greater
direct say in the area of executive pay have raised an important and valid point.

However, while the experience in the United States suggests that reforming the
law in the United Kingdom to foster shareholder participation in the setting of
executive pay would not have a major impact, drawing inferences should be done
with care. For instance, the evidence may understate the extent to which investors
in British companies would take advantage of regulations that offered them scope
to intervene. The United States, as a society, is more tolerant of income inequal-
ity, particularly if the inequality is driven by differences in effort, talent or entre-
preneurial risk-taking.2 12 Correspondingly, British shareholders might be more

2"9 Franson, supra n. 221, 68.

210 Thomas and Martin, vujra n. 205, 1071 2. On the views expressed i the United Kingdom, see

supra nn. 126 131 and accompanying tcxt.
2,11 See Chietfins,s.upra n. 5, 24 1.
242 Conyon and M\uq)hy, su/na n. 4, F667 8; "Checr Good Dire (ors lrn the Rooltops", supta n. 126;

N\ Rees-M ogg, "The Fat Cat is the Pensioner's Friend", The Times, 3June 1996, 20.
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prepared to take a stand against lucrative pay arrangements than American
investors. 2"13 For instance, when various UK-based pension funds opposed the
£10 million bonus awarded by Vodafone to its chief executive in 2000 and
major US institutional investors did not, some speculated that the affair exposed
geographical and philosophical differences concerning proper corporate gover-
ance.

2 4
4

One should not be too hasty, however, in relying on "culture" to infer that UK
shareholders, as compared with their US counterparts, would make more exten-
sive use of powers that the law might make available. Survey evidence suggests
that British fund managers are content to see executive pay rise substantially, pro-
vided increases are performance-related. 2 1, Also noteworthy is that even if UK
shareholders have nationally oriented misgivings about lucrative managerial
remuneration, the executive service contracts awarded by British companies are

considerably less likely to cause offence. This is because US executives are much
better paid than their UK counterparts. For instance, according to 1997 figures
complied by Conyon and Murphy, chief executive compensation in publicly
quoted US companies was more than five times greater than in comparable British
firms. 

246,

en if UK shareholders do have a predisposition to intervene in the executive
pay area, another distinction between ivestors in Britain and the United States
may ensure that shareholder meetings will not be the venue in which the addi-
tional discontent will be expressed. Voter turnout statistics illustrate that investors
in the United States pay closer attention to shareholder meetings than their coun-
terparts in the United Kingdom. Whereas voting levels in the United States are
around 80%, in the United Kingdom the voting rate is less than 50 per cent. 2"17

Various factors account for the comparative apathy in the United Kingdom.
These include greater investor reluctance to get ivolved in a public fight, more
complex voting procedures and the absence of rules equivalent to those in United
States that impose duties on managers of pension funds to vote.248

21,G Dresser, "British Chiefs Toe the Line", Sunda) Busines, 16 July 2000, 5; see also S Barker,

"Dire(;tors Play the Ntnbers Gaine", Telegraph. 29July 200(0 20 (regretting the otc ome).
211 Targett, upra n. 32; S Targett, "Funds Set to Oppose I 10m Gent Package", Financial Time, 1 iJuly

200, 27.
21 Gribben, .ufra n. 127; Oldfield, .ufra n. 129.

46 Conyon and Mi\ltiy, supra n. 4, F646. For oher surve evidence illustrating the poin, albeit less
dramatically, see Abowd and Kaplan, supra n. 14, 116; Buckley and Butcher, supra n. 11; Taylor,
supra i1. 14.

'\ "Voiceless Masss, Economivt, 31 Octolbr 1998, 104; S Shah, "Institutions \\arned to Use Voting
Rights", The Tme, 6July 1999, 26; S Targett, "The Instituional In\estor Starts to Stir", Financial
Time., 23Ju1y 2001, 19.

28 On voting procedures, see Stapledon, supra n. 12, 88 92; "Voiceless Masses", supra n. 247.
Legislative improvements could be on the xway. S-e Compalny Law Review Steering Group, Alodcn
Compact) Law zor a Competitie Econo): Compai1 General Aleetc a d Shareholder Communication, su/Ya
n. 196, para. 60. Oil tie other factors, see P Myners, I1titutional Iwetment il the United ]ingdom: A
Reiwei (ondon, H\[ Tireastli 2001) 90 92. Myl nesi lis r ecominiended to the UIK (Jo\erinenl
that duties to vwte should be imposed on managers of pension funds. See ibid., 93.
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One should not necessarily infer from the low voting rate in the United
Kingdom that shareholders do not exercise influence over corporate governance

issues such as executive pay. 2 9 One consideration is that there are institutional
investors that fail to vote on "routine" resolutions, such as approving the accounts,
but will vote on a potentially contentious issue such as executive share options.2

It is also significant that companies are expected to follow, without facing any sort
of resolution, various executive pay recommendations issued on behalf of institu-
tional investors.2 

) Such guidance can have a substantial impact, despite the
absence of legal backing. For instance, guidelines issued by the Association of
British Insurers (ABI), a representative of investors that own 55 % of the UK equity
market, have strongly influenced the content of share option plans adopted by

publicly quoted companies.2 .,

Also significant is that UK institutional investors are more likely to exercise col-
lective influence "behind the scenes" than their American counterparts. In the

United States, an institutional investor pursuing an activist agenda will almost always

work as a "lone wolf" or "Lone Ranger". 2"" In contrast, in the United Kingdom the
formation of informal institutional coalitions does occur, particularly when a com-
pany is encountering serious difficulties.2 -" For instance, in 2001 troubled telecom-
munications equipment maker Marconi plc announced a plan to reprice outstanding
share options but institutional pressure caused the company to exclude executive
directors from the proposal.2 '' A comparatively hospitable legal environment helps
to account for the higher level of "backroom" co-ordination amongst British share-
holders, as do a more closely knit financial services community and higher levels of
institutional ownership concentration within individual companies.2%

2,19 Cf CA M~allin, "The Voting lramework: A Comparative Study of Voting Behaviour of
Institutional Tnvcstors in thc US and tleI UK" (1996) 4 Corporate Goemanie: An International Reiaew
107, 118.

250 Ibid., 119; see also BS Black and.JC Collee, "Hail Britannia?: Institutional Tnvesbor Behavior
Under Limited Regulation" (199) Aiclimg Lau Review 1997, 2038 9.

251 See Smnerdon, supra n. 86, 69 72 (cquoting guidelines issued by major lund managers). Similar
guidelines have been issued in the United States. See, e.g. TILk-CRLF, "Policy Statement on
Corporate Governance", discussed sup/a n. 223; CaIPERS, sup/a n. 226.

212 Pensions & Investment Research Consultants Ltd, upa n. 1, 27 8, 30; BGAI Mali, "The Rise and
Fall of Executixe Share Options in Britain", in j Ca)enter and D Yernak (eds), Executhe
Compensation and Shareolder Value (Dordrecht, luwxer, 1999, 83, 8-1 6. For further background on
tlhe ABI, see 1 Conoley, "Moves to Halt Another Decade of Excess", E, arial Tines, 5 August
1999, 10.

253 JC Collee "The Folkloi col litestor (apitalismn" (1997)95 liiga Low Reiew 1970, 1977 8; BS
Black, "Sharehiolder As tixsnm amid Corporate Governaince in the lUnitel State, in P Newman (ed.),
The New Palgrae Dictionat jE oiomic ad the Lau (Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1998), vol. 3,459 46 1.

211 Stapledon, .sura n. 82, 121 2, 12) 7; Black and Cotfe, .ufra n. 250, 2050 53;J Holland, 77e
Corwate Goiernance Role of Eiancial Institutions in Their Iuestee Conipanies (london, Certilied
Accountants Educational Trust, 1995), 31 6.

2's C Mahieson, "Marconi Directors Back Dow\n Ov er Options Plan", The Tines, 29.June 2001 28;
J Plender, "Whi Marconi Coul Mark a Turning-Point", Financial Times, 3July 2001, 21.

251 On the signiificance ol'the la\, see Stapledon, su/ra n. 82, 271 2; Colby, supra n. 1211; Black, supra
n. 253, 161. On the other factors, see Cheffins, upia n. 5, 638 9; Coffee, supra n. 253, 1983 1.
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UK investors, it should now be clear, have means at their disposal to influence
executive pay and other corporate governance matters. Regardless, the low voting
rate in Britain indicates that when shareholders have the opportunity to exercise
their rights at general meetings, they are more inclined to squander the chance
than their US counterparts.2 .') This implies that shareholders in Britain are less
likely to take advantage of legal rules that offer scope to deal with remuneration
issues by proposing and voting upon resolutions. Hence, even if UK investors are
intrinsically less tolerant of lucrative pay schemes than American stockholders, the
additional dissatisfaction may not be expressed at general meetings. Those advo-
cating that the law should be amended to give British shareholders a greater say
in the area of executive pay cannot therefore draw on cultural factors to refute evi-
dence from the United States indicating that reform will have only a minimal
impact in practice.

L. CONCLUSION

Executive pay has been a controversial topic in Britain for nearly a decade, and a
byproduct of the consequent debate has been proposals that shareholders should
have a greater direct say over managerial remuneration. Most notably, the DTI,
in a 1999 consultation document, endorsed certain changes designed to give

investors more scope to vote on executive pay. The UK Government has yet to
indicate whether it will implement the DTI's recommendations, or otherwise seek
to boost the role shareholders play in this area.

The analysis set forth in this paper suggests that the Government's hesitancy is
not a cause for serious concern. Evidence from the United States indicates that
UK investors are unlikely to use additional powers in a rash or irresponsible man-
ner. On the other hand, British investors seem unlikely to use additional leverage
to invoke substantial change on the managerial remuneration front. Indeed, the
US experience suggests that at least one change suggested by the DTI a proposal
that shareholders be given additional time to make proposals concerning execu-
tive pay would make no difference at all if it were implemented. If the desired
objective is to generate more proposals dealing with managerial remuneration,
relaxing the ownership thresholds that must be satisfied to proceed would be much
more likely to yield results.

The points this paper raises do not refute in a conclusive way the case in favour
of implementing the sort of changes the DTI discussed in its 1999 consultation
paper. One consideration that should be kept in mind is that laws bolstering the
role that shareholders play in the setting of executive pay might have an impact
even if investors do not exercise their rights in an assertive fashion. For instance,

2 f7 Cf S Targcti, "Shareholdcrs Place Corpo'aIc Respoflsibilily on the Agenda", Financial Tines,
13July 2000, 4.
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the DTI indicated in its 1999 report that there should be an annual vote oi exec-
utive pay. If this proposal were implemented, companies would need to justify
more clearly and publicly the way they reward senior executives than they do cur-
rently.2 , Even if shareholders rarely dissented from what was proposed, this

process might be beneficial. Oi the other hand, annual voting might, regardless
of the final vote count, escalate disagreements over pay into public spectacles that
would have an adverse impact on share prices. 2 9

Although due regard should be had for the possibility that regulations giving
investors a greater say over executive pay could foster change despite shareholder
passivity, the essential lesson of this paper remains relevant. Evidence which indi-
cates that investors are unlikely to exercise additional powers they might be given
must undermine, in some measure, the case in favour of reform. Again, empirical
studies from the United States suggest that shareholders exercise their powers in a
responsible enough manner, but cannot be expected to take any sort of leading
role with respect to the setting of executive pay. This, in turn, implies that imple-
menting the shareholder-oriented reforms that have been canvassed recently in
the United Kingdom will probably not address fully the concerns raised by the
critics of "fat cat" pay.

M. POSTSCRIPT

Just as this paper was going to press, the Trade and Industry Secretary announced
that the Government intended to enact a requirement that shareholders of pub-
licly quoted companies vote each year on executive pay.2 0

Consistent with the recommendation the DTI made ini its 1999 consultation
paper, 2131 the annual vote is to be advisory rather than binding. The investment
director of the National Association of Pension Funds welcomed the proposed
change to the law, describing it as "very good news for shareholders". 2 2

The arguments advanced in this paper suggest that this verdict is probably
overly optimistic.

2'1 "Keel oil Purrihig", upi . 3,0; Brown, .upia n. 39. With shareholder proposals, it can be argued

similarly that liberalisation would have a benelcial inpa( even iilxw addilional resolutions \eore
actually brought iow ard. See R Cre, "Some Comments on til lihaudCase" (1998) 30 Canadian
Bne3 ILow Journal a73, 5.
R P-ton, "How Labour Learned to Love Cedric tie Pg", 29 October 2000, available at
<hitp:#w \w\ X .Asqtcesl.Aolfl >.

26" R Shriimsley, "Investors W\in Right to Vote on Directors' Pay Deals", Financial Times, 19 October
2001, 1; DTI Press Release P/2001/572, "Shareholders to Ge Annual Vole on Direcors' Pay",
available on the DTI's website at <http://x Wv.(ti.go\.uk/>.

26l See supra nn. 1 16 17 and accompanying text.
262 Shrinsey, supa n. 260.
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